IV: COMPLIANCE WITH CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATIONS

“But now that I am the secretary and I am responsible to you and the Congress, I can promise you that if you’re not getting something that you have evidence of or you think you ought to be getting, we’ll work with you. And I will appoint somebody to work directly with you starting tomorrow... To have a review of anything you don’t think you [have] gotten that you’re supposed to get. Let’s get this done with, folks.”

Secretary of State John F. Kerry (April 2013–one year before the creation of the Select Committee on complying with congressional questions about the Benghazi attacks.)

“This is the most transparent administration in history.”

President Barack Obama (February 2013)

“Four Americans lost their lives in Benghazi, and this White House has gone to extraordinary lengths to mislead, obstruct, and obscure what actually took place.”

Speaker John A. Boehner (May 2014–after the White House failed to produce Benjamin J. Rhodes' memo to Congress.)

“I want the public to see my email.”

Secretary Hillary R. Clinton (March 2015–after published reports her emails and other public records were returned to the State Department 18 months after she left office.)
COMPLIANCE WITH CONGRESSIONAL OVERSIGHT

Introduction

Congress’s authority to oversee and investigate the Executive Branch is a necessary component of legislative powers and to maintain the constitutional balance of powers between the branches. As the Supreme Court held in 1927: “[T]he power of inquiry—with process to enforce it—is an essential and appropriate auxiliary to the legislative function.”1 Similarly, the Supreme Court held: “The power of the Congress to conduct investigations is inherent in the legislative process. That power is broad. It encompasses inquiries concerning the administration of existing laws as well as proposed or possibly needed statutes.”2

When needed information cannot easily be obtained—or if government agencies resist—Congress has legitimate cause to compel responses:

A legislative body cannot legislate wisely or effectively in the absence of information respecting the conditions which the legislation is intended to affect or change, and where the legislative body does not itself possess the requisite information—which not infrequently is true—recourse must be had to others who do possess it. Experience has taught that mere requests for such information often are unavailing, and also that information which is volunteered is not always accurate or complete, so some means of compulsion are essential to obtain what is needed.3

These principles of congressional oversight have been severely tested during the Committee’s investigation. The administration’s frequently stated pledge to comply with “all legitimate oversight requests” is often a hollow prelude followed by delay or refusal to respond to legitimate inquiries. Other congressional committees have reported similar delay and obstruction.4 The administration’s resistance to this Committee has been especially troubling. The families of the four Americans murdered in Benghazi and the American public deserve to hear the whole truth in a

---

3 McGrain, 273 U.S. at 175.
4 http://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2016/02/09/obama-administration-least-transparent-epa-state-doj-clinton-benghazi-column/80050428/
timely fashion. The same government that asked J. Christopher Stevens, Sean P. Smith, Glen A. Doherty and Tyrone S. Woods to serve selflessly and sacrificially delayed and obstructed an investigation into what happened in Benghazi before, during, and after their deaths.

The discussion below details the Select Committee’s two-year battle to obtain documents and access to witnesses necessary to understand what happened in Benghazi. The administration’s intentional failure to cooperate with this and other congressional investigations warrants changes in congressional rules and amendments to law in order to ensure the Executive Branch cooperates with congressional investigations and the American people know what their government does on their behalf and with their money.

The House of Representatives established the Committee in large part because of this administration’s delay and obstruction of prior congressional investigations. The House specifically directed the Committee to examine “executive branch activities and efforts to comply with Congressional inquiries” into the Benghazi terrorist attacks and to recommend ways to improve Executive Branch compliance with congressional oversight. The detailed nature of this section is intended to reflect the breadth of the Committee’s investigation and the lengths to which the administration went to delay and obstruct the investigation. It also provides a factual record so readers can judge for themselves the responsiveness of Executive Branch agencies and how this lack of responsiveness not only thwarted efforts to find facts but also contributed to the time it took to acquire those facts ultimately uncovered.

**Building the Committee’s Record**

The discovery and production of all relevant, material documents—and other tangible evidentiary items—is an essential foundation for substantive hearings, public and private, as well as constructive witness interviews. Examining witnesses without knowledge of and access to all relevant information is unproductive, time consuming, and inefficient. The logical chronology of serious investigations is to gather physical evi-

---


6 See H. Res. 567, 113th Cong., § 3(a)(6) and (7) (2014).
dence and documents prior to questioning witnesses. Not only do the documents serve as a source and foundation for the subsequent interview, they also provide witnesses with the information needed to refresh recollections or put testimony in perspective. Serious investigators understand the logical chronology of access and interview. Regrettably, so too do those seeking to undermine investigations.

REVIEW OF EXISTING DOCUMENTS

When established in May 2014, the Committee—consistent with the directive in H. Res. 567—sought to obtain all relevant documents from the five House committees previously investigating the terrorist attacks on U.S. facilities in Benghazi.7

While previous committees of Congress did investigate certain aspects of Benghazi, no committee investigated all aspects of Benghazi. The House Armed Services Committee focused on Defense Department matters and relied almost exclusively on briefings and public hearings. The Armed Services Committee did not investigate State Department issues, intelligence community issues or White House involvement in the drafting and editing of the public responses after the attacks. The House Permanent Intelligence Committee focused on intelligence issues and did not investigate Defense or State Department issues. Additionally, the Intelligence Committee interviewed some witnesses in groups, which is generally disfavored as an investigatory tool.

The Accountability Review Board [ARB] was a State Department investigative entity which did not have jurisdiction over the Defense Department, the Central Intelligence Agency [CIA], or the White House. In addition, there is no transcript from any interview conducted by the ARB, making it impossible to know which questions were asked, of whom, and what the precise responses were. The absence of transcripts requires the reader to simply take the word of those drafting the report.

The failure to honor congressional requests for information and the silo effect of committees being confined to certain jurisdictional lanes is what

7 See id. § 5(a) (“Any committee of the House of Representatives having custody of records in any form relating to the matters described in section 3 shall transfer such records to the Select Committee within 14 days of the adoption of this resolution. Such records shall become the records of the Select Committee.”).
prompted John A. Boehner, Speaker of the House, and ultimately the House of Representatives, to form a select committee with broad investigatory authority across all jurisdictions and across all facets of what happened in Benghazi before, during and after the deadly attacks.

The Select Committee’s broader jurisdiction is reflected in the fact this Committee interviewed 107 witnesses, 81 of whom had not been questioned previously by any committee of Congress. These witnesses came from all parts of government, including the White House, the CIA and Defense and State Departments. It is reflected in the more than 75,000 pages of new documents to which no other committee of Congress had access. In addition, the Committee’s investigation discovered emails not previously uncovered from senior government officials including the emails of Stevens and of Hillary R. Clinton, the Secretary of State, and her senior staff.

When the Committee came into existence in May 2014, it accessed approximately 50,000 pages of reports, interview transcripts, depositions, hearing transcripts, memoranda, classified and unclassified documents, and other information not cited or used by the standing committees in their investigations.8 The Committee reviewed and evaluated the documents page by page.9 This review took place from July 2014 to October 2014.

Among these materials—many of which were duplicates—were 25,000 pages so heavily redacted as to be useless to investigators.10 This prompted the Committee to ask the State Department to reproduce the material in less-redacted form.11 The resulting document productions

---

9 Id.
10 Id.
11 See Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Julia E. Frifield, Assistant Sec’y of State for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, (Sept. 30, 2014) (on file with the Committee).
were delivered in two installments—November 24, 2014, and December 9, 2014.12

INITIAL DOCUMENT REQUESTS TO EXECUTIVE BRANCH AGENCIES

The Committee also sought information through the pending document requests of previous committees. The State Department had yet to comply with two outstanding congressional subpoenas issued in 2013—one subpoena dealt specifically with ARB documents.13 The other subpoena dealt with documents previously reviewed by congressional investigators but possession of the documents remained with the State Department limiting full and useful access to the information.14 These subpoenas were and remained legally binding on the State Department and did not need to be reissued at that time.15 Since those existing subpoenas remained valid, the Committee gave them priority.16 The State Department produced 15,000 pages of new documents to the Committee on August 11, 2014.17

A review of these 15,000 pages of emails and documents, coupled with the 25,000 pages of less-redacted material, revealed significant gaps in the information needed to determine what happened in Libya before, during and after the attacks that led to the murder of four Americans. For instance, this production contained few emails between and among the

12 Letter from Julia E. Frifield, Assistant Sec’y of State for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Nov. 24, 2014) (on file with the Committee); Letter from Julia E. Frifield, Assistant Sec’y of State for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Dec. 9, 2014) (on file with the Committee).
14 Subpoena issued by H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform to John F. Kerry, Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State (Aug. 1, 2013) [hereinafter OGR ARB Subpoena] (seeking documents related to State Dep’t’s ARB findings regarding the facts and circumstances surrounding the attacks in Benghazi).
15 Interim Progress Update, supra note 8, at 4.
16 Id.
17 Letter from Julia E. Frifield, Assistant Sec’y of State for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Aug. 11, 2014) (on file with the Committee).
State Department’s senior staff. The email traffic did not reflect roles played in the decision-making process as it related to the U.S.’s intervention into Libya in 2011, the Special Mission to Benghazi in April 2011, the extension of the Benghazi Mission into 2012, the night and early morning hours of September 11-12, 2012, and the post-attack period. Moreover, there were significant gaps in information that could be filled only by interviewing eyewitnesses and other individuals on the ground in Benghazi as well as witnesses who were in Washington DC in the days and months leading up to the attacks on September 11-12, 2012.

On November 18, 2014, the Committee sought specific documents and communications relating to Benghazi and Libya for 11 top State Department officials, including the Secretary and her senior staff. The Committee also requested to interview more than 20 State Department witnesses, all of whom spent time on the ground in Benghazi, including four diplomatic security agents who survived the September 11-12 attacks.

The Committee sent information requests in the fall of 2014 to the CIA, the National Security Agency, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the Office of the Director of National Intelligence. In December 2014, the Committee sent information requests to the Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI] and the White House.
The Committee issued three additional subpoenas to the State Department (detailed below) and made nine individual document requests. Committee document requests resulted in approximately 75,420 pages of new material:

- The State Department produced approximately 71,640 pages of documents not previously provided to Congress.
- The CIA produced 300 pages of new intelligence analyses.
- The White House produced 1,450 pages of emails.
- Sidney S. Blumenthal produced 179 pages of emails.
- The FBI produced 200 pages of documents.
- The Defense Department produced 900 pages of documents.
- The National Security Agency produced 750 pages of documents.

It is important to rebut a frequent talking point. The number of documents produced is in isolation meaningless without knowing the relevance of the documents actually produced and the number of relevant documents not produced. An agency that compliments itself on the number of pages provided to investigators when it alone knows the number of relevant pages withheld is engaged in propaganda, not transparency.

MEETINGS, BRIEFINGS, AND PUBLIC HEARINGS

The Committee’s first priority was to hear from the families of the four murdered Americans in the Benghazi attacks. These meetings offered the families an opportunity to be heard, to pose questions and concerns to the Committee, and to provide their insights. The Chairman also request-
ed briefings from agencies to discuss survivorship benefits to ensure the families received the benefits to which they were entitled.\footnote{Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, and Elijah E. Cummings, Ranking Member, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi to John F. Kerry, Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State and John O. Brennan, Dir., Cent. Intel. Agency (October 8, 2014) (on file with the Committee).}

The Committee held more than two dozen classified and unclassified briefings with Executive Branch agencies.\footnote{Id.} For example, the Committee met with the State Department to evaluate the events prior to and during the September 11-12, 2012, attacks, including viewing video footage of the attacks.\footnote{Id.} The Committee also met with the Justice Department and the FBI on the capture of Ahmed Abu Khatalla and to view additional footage of the attacks.\footnote{Id.}

The Committee held only four public hearings.\footnote{H. SELECT COMM. ON BENGHAZI, https://benghazi.house.gov/hearings (last visited May 10, 2016).} The first and second public hearings—on September 17, 2014, and December 1, 2014—examined the State Department’s efforts to protect U.S. facilities and personnel currently serving abroad.\footnote{Hearing 1 Before the H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, 113th Congress (2014), Hearing 2 Before the H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, 113th Congress (2014).} Immediately following a significant event resulting in serious injury or loss of life, the State Department is required by law to convene an ARB to investigate and make findings and recommendations to protect against similar occurrences in the future.\footnote{See 22 U.S.C. § 4831 (2005).} Consequently, the Committee’s first hearing focused on the State Department’s implementation of the ARB’s recommendations as well as those recommendations issued by the Independent Panel on Best Practices. The Independent Panel consisted of independent experts who were asked to evaluate the State Department’s security platforms in high-risk, high-threat posts.\footnote{INDEPENDENT PANEL ON BEST PRACTICES, DEP’T OF STATE, 1 (AUG. 29, 2013).}

The Committee’s second public hearing also allowed the Committee to examine the shortcomings identified by the State Department’s Office of the Inspector General [OIG] and the Department’s efforts to remedy
these deficiencies. The OIG’s first report, issued in September 2013, contained 20 formal and eight informal recommendations. The OIG conducted a compliance follow-up review from January 15 through March 18, 2015, and in August 2015 reissued one recommendation to the Bureau of Diplomatic Security and the Overseas Buildings Operations. The OIG called on the State Department to “develop minimum security standards that must be met prior to occupying facilities located in designated high risk, high threat locations and include these minimum standards for occupancy in the Foreign Affairs Handbook.”

The third public hearing on January 27, 2015, was necessary because of continuing compliance problems with Executive Branch entities. The Committee’s authorizing resolution directed it to:

“[c]onduct a full and complete investigation and study and issue a final report of its findings to the House regarding:

- executive branch activities and efforts to comply with Congressional inquiries into the attacks… [and]
- recommendations for improving executive branch cooperation and compliance with congressional oversight and investigations …”

The administration attempted to narrow the Committee’s investigation and repeatedly asked it to prioritize discovery requests. While the

32 Id.
35 Id.
36 Id.
39 Id. § 3(a)(7).
40 Meeting between H. Select Comm. on Benghazi staff and U.S. Dep’t of State representatives (February 27, 2015). See also, email from Philip G. Kiko, Staff Director and Gen. Counsel, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Julia Frifield, Ass’t Sec’y of State, Leg-
Committee refused to narrow its investigation—the scope of which was mandated by the House of Representatives—the Committee did accommodate the administration’s requests to prioritize. This accommodation resulted in the administration disregarding discovery requests that were not prioritized and accusing the Committee of being preoccupied with the witnesses and documents that were prioritized.

The Committee’s fourth public hearing was held on October 22, 2015, to receive testimony of the Secretary, a necessary fact witness who oversaw the State Department before, during, and after the Benghazi terrorist attacks. The Secretary had yet to be examined by any investigative panel or congressional committee with access to her emails and other relevant information.

The Committee’s preference for private interviews over public hearings has been questioned. Interviews are a more efficient and effective means of discovery. Interviews allow witnesses to be questioned in depth by a highly prepared member or staff person. In a hearing, every member of a committee is recognized—usually for five minutes—a procedure which precludes in-depth focused questioning. Interviews also allow the Committee to safeguard the privacy of witnesses who may fear retaliation for cooperating or whose work requires anonymity, such as intelligence community operatives.

Both witnesses and members of Congress conduct themselves differently in interviews than when in the public glare of a hearing. Neither have an incentive to play to the cameras. Witnesses have no incentive to run out the clock as long-winded evasive answers merely extend the length of the interview. Likewise, Members have no need to interrupt witnesses to try to ask all their questions in five minutes. Perhaps more importantly, political posturing, self-serving speeches, and theatrics serve no purpose
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41 Hearing 4 Before the H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, 114th Congress (2015).
42 Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to David E. Kendall, Of Counsel, Williams & Connolly LLP (Mar. 19, 2015) (on file with the Committee). It is important to note that the Committee offered to take Secretary Clinton’s testimony in an interview setting. The former Secretary elected to provide her testimony to the Committee in a public setting. See Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi to David E. Kendall, Of Counsel, Williams & Connolly LLP (Mar. 31, 2015) (on file with the Committee).
in a closed interview and, as a result, the questioning in interviews tends to be far more effective at discovering information than at public hearings. For these reasons, nearly all Executive Branch investigations are conducted in private and without arbitrary time constraints. This is no less true in a Legislative Branch investigation, yet the manner in which the media portrays these investigations is starkly different.

No witness interviewed by the Committee complained of poor treatment or a lack of professionalism during these interviews. In fact, witnesses who had no incentive to compliment the Committee did just that, such as Cheryl D. Mills, Chief of Staff and Counselor, State Department, and Huma M. Abedin, Deputy Chief of Staff, State Department.43

The Department of State

Notwithstanding the productions eventually made, the State Department’s compliance posture toward the Committee was poor. The Department failed to comply in full with the nine document requests and three subpoenas.44 Instead, Department officials deflected and delayed their responses, engaged in a pattern of obstruction, and furnished productions and witness interviews slowly—significantly impeding the Committee’s investigation and development of a complete record.

RESPONSE TO SUBPOENAS FOR DOCUMENTS RELATING TO THE ACCOUNTABILITY REVIEW BOARD

As described earlier, two subpoenas issued by Congress to the State Department in 2013 had yet to be satisfied when the Select Committee was formed.45 One of these subpoenas dealt specifically with documents pertaining to the ARB.46 Though Congress had been asking for the documents for almost two years, the State Department failed to produce a single document. The Committee emphasized the importance of these documents by reissuing a new subpoena for the 114th Congress. Immediately

45 Interim Progress Update, supra note 8, at 4.
46 OGR ARB Subpoena, supra note 14.
following the January 27, 2015 compliance hearing, the Committee issued a new subpoena for documents reviewed by the ARB.47

The State Department’s first production to the Committee consisted of a four-page interview summary for a witness who was scheduled to appear before the Committee the following day.48 The State Department maintained this posture over the next several weeks with one or two ARB summaries, totaling 38 pages, provided less than a week before the Committee’s interviews.49 It was not until April 15, 2015, the State Department produced approximately 1,700 pages of documents.50 On April 24, 2015, the Department produced another approximately 2,600 pages of documents.51

It remains unclear whether production for the January 28, 2015 subpoena is complete. Notwithstanding the more than 4,300 pages produced to the Committee, previous statements made by the State Department to Congress revealed the ARB reviewed “approximately 7,000 State Department documents, numbering thousands of pages.”52 Moreover, the State Department withheld a number of documents from the Committee based on “executive branch confidentiality interests,” an administration-constructed privilege not recognized by the Constitution.53

47 Subpoena issued by H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to John F. Kerry, Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State (Jan. 29, 2015).
49 See Comm. Internal Memorandum on State Dep’t Records Production.
50 See Letter from Julia E. Frifield, Assistant Sec’y of State for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Apr. 15, 2015) (on file with the Committee).
52 See Letter from the Thomas B. Gibbons, acting Assistant Sec’y of Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Darrell E. Issa, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform (Aug. 23, 2013) (on file with H. Select Comm. on Benghazi).
While the State Department produced 15,000 pages of new documents to the Committee on August 11, 2014, there were significant and material omissions. This production contained few emails sent to or received by the State Department’s senior staff. In fact, the production included only eight emails sent or received by the Secretary from two email addresses: “HDR22@clintonemail.com” and “H.” This was the first time the State Department produced emails from the Secretary. It was also the first time the Committee became aware the Secretary used a private email account to conduct State Department business during her tenure. The Committee was not informed at the time, or at any time until immediately before media reporting, of the extent to which the Secretary relied on private email and a private server to conduct State Department business, or the ongoing discussion between the State Department and the Secretary and her representatives regarding the return of records.

For example, at the time the State Department produced these 15,000 pages of documents, which included these eight emails and pledged a “new relationship with the Committee,” it was known within the State Department that the Secretary’s email records were not on site.\(^{54}\) The Chief Records Officer testified:

Q: One of the things that we wanted to talk with you about was when you first became knowledgeable or aware that all or part of Secretary Clinton’s records were not on premises with the State Department. And can you tell us when that was?


Q: And how did you become aware that some of her records were not on premises?

A: I was getting ready to enter my new position and one of my colleagues mentioned that in FOIA [Freedom of Information

\(^{54}\) Testimony of William Fischer, Chief Records Officer, U.S. Dep’t of State, Tr. at 66 (June 30, 2015) [hereinafter Fischer Testimony] (on file with the Committee).
Act] litigation the issue had come up, but I had no idea about the full circumstances.55

Unknown to the Committee and the public, the State Department and the Secretary were taking remedial action to recover her emails from her private server because of the Committee’s investigation.56 According to the State Department’s own Inspector General:

[i]n May 2014, the Department undertook efforts to recover potential Federal records from Secretary Clinton. Thereafter, in July 2014, senior officials met with former members of Secretary Clinton’s immediate staff, who were then acting as Secretary Clinton’s representatives. At the meeting, her representative indicated that her practice of using a personal account was based on Secretary Powell’s similar use, but Department staff instructed Clinton’s representatives to provide the Department with any Federal records transmitted through her personal system. On August 22, 2014, Secretary Clinton’s former Chief of Staff and then-representative advised Department leadership that hard copies of Secretary Clinton emails containing responsive information would be provided but that, given the volume of emails, it would take some time to produce.57

In July 2014, Mills contacted Platte River Networks, the company contracted to maintain the Secretary’s server, to request the Secretary’s emails be pulled and sent to her overnight.58

55 Id.
56 July 2, 2014 meeting between Comm. Staff Director Philip G. Kiko and State Dep’t Chief of Staff David E. Wade.
58 Carol D. Leonning and Rosalind S. Helderman, State Department’s Account of email requirements differs from Clinton’s, Washington Post (September 22, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/state-departments-account-of-e-mail-request-differs-from-clintons/2015/09/22/54cd66bc-5ed9-11e5-8e9e-dce8a2a2a679_story.html (“He [Senator Johnson] cited a July 23, 2014, email in which employees at Platte River Networks, the private company that was then maintaining her server, discussed sending copies of Clinton’s emails overnight to Cheryl Mills, a long-time Clinton advisor.”).
The Committee did not publicize the existence of the eight emails identified from the Secretary’s private email account, for myriad reasons. The Committee believed these eight emails might represent the beginning of a full production. There also existed the possibility of an explanation other than what was eventually learned. These eight emails could have reflected the Secretary’s episodic use of personal email, as other administration officials had done, and a more complete production of state.gov emails could be forthcoming. Of course, while the Committee did not have access to all salient facts in the summer of 2014, the State Department did. The State Department knew then it did not have possession of her public records as these records were not turned over at the end of the Secretary's tenure. The State Department knew then it was in no position to comply with congressional inquiries or FOIA requests related to the Secretary's emails because it did not have custody or access to the full public record. According to a recent report by the State Department’s own Inspector General:

In early June 2013, Department staff participating in the review of potential material for production to congressional committees examining the September 2012 Benghazi attack discovered emails sent by the former Policy Planning Director via his Department email account to a personal email address associated with Secretary Clinton. In ensuing weeks, partly as a result of the staff’s discovery, Department senior officials discussed the Department’s obligations under the Federal Records Act in the context of personal email accounts. As discussed earlier in this report, laws and regulations did not prohibit employees from using their personal email accounts for the conduct of official Department business. However, email messages regarding official business sent to or from a personal email account fell within the scope of the Federal Records Act if their contents met the Act’s definition of a record. OIG found that the Department took no action to notify NARA [National Archives and Records Administration] of a potential loss of records at any point in time.

59 See, e.g., Letter from Darrell E. Issa, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform, to Hillary R. Clinton, Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State (Dec. 13, 2012) (on file with the Committee).

At the time the Committee was formed in May 2014, the State Department was already actively seeking the return of the former Secretary’s emails.\textsuperscript{61}

The Committee moved forward by issuing its November 18, 2014 document request to the State Department to obtain a clearer understanding of the role the Secretary and her senior staff played prior to, during, and after the terrorist attacks.\textsuperscript{62} The Committee made clear the Secretary and her senior staff’s documents and emails were necessary to facilitate her testimony before the Committee.\textsuperscript{63} The decision to focus on obtaining these documents was the direct result of the Committee Minority’s repeated request to move up the Secretary’s appearance.

Very senior officials are traditionally interviewed last rather than first so the questions can be informed by as much information as possible. This is standard operating procedure in Executive Branch investigations. The Committee Minority expressly asked that the Secretary’s appearance be moved up in the order of witness interviews and pledged in the process to help secure all relevant emails and documents in order to make that a reality. If there is any evidence Minority Committee members attempted to secure access to relevant documents or facilitate the production of documents, the Committee is not aware of it. Instead, the Committee Minority enjoyed the best of all worlds: complain about the Secretary not being interviewed while relying on the State Department to delay, obstruct, and withhold production of the very documents needed to facilitate the interview.

The State Department did not disclose the fact that it did not have possession of the Secretary’s emails, nor that it had been working with the Secretary for the previous seven months to secure their return. The Committee also asked the Secretary for documents and emails. On December 2, 2014, the Committee wrote David E. Kendall, the Secretary’s attorney, requesting all of the Secretary’s emails related to Benghazi and

\textsuperscript{61} Id.

\textsuperscript{62} See Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to John F. Kerry, Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State (Nov. 18, 2014) (on file with the Committee). It is also important to note that this letter was accompanied by instructions typically found in subpoenas describing in greater detail the documents and communications sought and the definitions to be applied to the instructions. See id.

\textsuperscript{63} See id.
Libya from her private email account. Knowing the actions already taken by his law firm and Mills to identify and return the former Secretary’s emails to the State Department, Kendall did not respond until December 29, at which time he referred the Committee back to the State Department. Kendall stated “[the State Department] is in a position to produce any responsive emails.” This “who’s on first” routine orchestrated between the Secretary’s private counsel and the State Department, which is ostensibly an apolitical governmental diplomatic entity, is shameful. It was not merely Congress and the people it represents who were misled and manipulated, the State Department and the Secretary’s email arrangement undoubtedly delayed access to information on what happened to four brave Americans in Benghazi and the government’s response before, during and after the attacks. The manner in which the Secretary communicated during her tenure, the manner in which those records were housed during and after her tenure and the manner in which the public record was self-scrutinized and self-selected makes it impossible to ever represent to the families of those killed in Benghazi that the record is whole.

Notwithstanding the Committee’s December 2, 2014 request to Kendall, Mills informed the State Department within a matter of days that she was producing 55,000 pages of the Secretary’s emails from her personal account. On December 5, 2014, Mills wrote the State Department that the emails were being produced to help the Department “meet its requirements under the Federal Records Act.” Mills’ letter did not disclose that all of the Secretary’s work was conducted on a private email account and server. The letter did not disclose the form in which the 55,000 pages of emails were being produced. It did not disclose how the emails were being delivered to the State Department. The Committee would later learn that, on the same day Mills sent her letter to the State Department, a State Department records official was directed by his supervisor to pick
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64 Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to David E. Kendall, Of Counsel, Williams & Connolly LLP (Dec. 2, 2014) (on file with the Committee).
65 Letter from David E. Kendall, Of Counsel, Williams & Connolly LLP to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Dec. 29, 2014) (on file with the Committee).
66 Id.
67 See Letter from Cheryl D. Mills, Chief of Staff to the Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Patrick F. Kennedy, Under Sec’y of State for Mgmt., U.S. Dep’t of State (Dec. 5, 2014) (on file with the Committee).
68 See Id.
up and transport hard copies of the Secretary’s emails from Kendall’s law firm, Williams and Connolly in Washington DC, back to the State Department.\textsuperscript{69}

Despite receiving the Secretary’s emails on December 5, 2014, the State Department failed to produce any document to the Committee until February 13, 2015.\textsuperscript{70} The Department also resisted scheduling witness interviews in December 2014 and January 2015. The Department’s compliance posture resulted in the Committee’s third public hearing, held on January 27, 2015. The State Department did not, however, produce a witness of sufficient seniority to make commitments on behalf of the Department.\textsuperscript{71}

In fact, the State Department did not respond to the Committee’s November 18, 2014 document request until February 13, 2015. At the time, the State Department produced approximately 847 pages of the Secretary’s emails in paper copies. The State Department still refused to disclose important, relevant facts such as: the Secretary’s emails were not on the State Department’s network; the Secretary did not provide electronic copies of her emails; and the Secretary’s attorneys—not the State Department—determined which emails would be returned to the Department.

It was not until February 27, 2015, the State Department disclosed to the Committee these facts, days before The New York Times would disclose the circumstances.\textsuperscript{72} Even then, the State Department failed to disclose the fact that the Secretary used a private server. The Committee learned this fact through subsequent press reports.

Once the Committee learned the State Department had been complicit in the non-production of the Secretary’s emails, it issued two preservation

\textsuperscript{69}Id.

\textsuperscript{70}Id. See also, Letter from Julia Frifield, Ass’t Secretary of State, Legislative Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, (February 13, 2015) (on file with the Committee).

\textsuperscript{71}See Hearing 3 Before the H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, 114th Congress (2015).

letters; one was issued to the Secretary73 and the other to Web.com,74 the registrar of the domain name Clinton@clintonemail.com. This was necessary to ensure relevant information in the parties’ possession was preserved. The letters requested the Secretary and Web.com:

1. Preserve all email, electronic documents and date (“electronic records”) created since January 1, 2009, that can be reasonably anticipated to be the subject to a request for production by the Committee. For the purpose of this request, “preserve” means taking reasonable steps to prevent the partial or full destruction, alteration, testing, deletion, shredding, incineration, wiping, relocation, migration, theft or mutation of electronic records, as well as negligent or intentional handling that would make such records incomplete or inaccessible;

2. Exercise reasonable efforts to identify and notify former employees and contractors who may have access to such electronic records that they are to be preserved; and

3. If it is the routine practice of any employee or contractor to destroy or otherwise alter such electronic records, either: halt such practices or arrange for the preservation of complete and accurate duplicates or copies of such records, suitable for production if requested.75

THE SECRETARY IS SUBPOENATED

On March 4, 2015, a day after the Committee issued two preservation letters, the Committee issued two additional subpoenas. The first compelled production from the Secretary of any documents and communications responsive to the November 18, 2014 letter still in her possession.76 The Secretary, through her attorney, Kendall, responded to the Commit-
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73 See Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to David E. Kendall, Of Counsel, Williams & Connolly LLP (Mar. 3, 2015) (on file with the Committee).
75 See Chairman Gowdy’s letters, supra notes 73 and 74.
76 Subpoena issued by H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Hillary R. Clinton, former Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State (Mar. 4, 2015).
Schiff’s subpoena on March 27, 2015. In his letter, Kendall informed the Committee:

With respect to any emails from Secretary Clinton’s ‘hdr22@clintononemail.com’ account, I respond by stating that, for the reasons set forth below, the Department of State—which has already produced approximately 300 documents in response to an earlier request seeking documents on essentially the same subject matters—is uniquely positioned to make available any documents responsive to your requests. 77

Kendall further told the Committee:

Secretary Clinton is not in a position to produce any of those emails to the Committee in response to the subpoena without approval from the State Department, which could come only following a review process. On March 23, 2015, I received a letter from Under Secretary of State for Management (attached hereto) confirming direction from the National Archives and Records Administration that while Secretary Clinton and her counsel are permitted to retain a copy of her work-related emails, those emails should not be released to any third parties without authorization by the State Department…. Thus, while the Secretary has maintained and preserved copies of the emails provided to the State Department, she is not in a position to make any production that may be called for by the subpoena. 78

The State Department was unmoved by the location of public records during the Secretary’s tenure or for nearly two years thereafter until the Committee insisted on their production. The State Department then orchestrated a sophomoric scheme of letters to have these records returned to the State Department. Once this was accomplished, the State Department, previously uninterested in the location, security or fullness of this public record, jealously guarded—indeed prevented—the production of the Secretary’s records to Congress.

77 Letter from David E. Kendall, Of Counsel, Williams & Connolly LLP to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Mar. 27, 2015) (on file with the Committee).
78 Id.
The State Department made two productions subsequent to February 13, 2015. The Committee received 105 email exchanges from the State Department on June 25, 2015. This production is significant because it was made only after a non-government witness provided 179 additional pages of email exchanges with the Secretary on June 12, 2015. 59 of the emails produced by the non-government witness had never been provided by the State Department to the Committee despite the fact these emails were clearly responsive to previous requests and fully within the jurisdiction of the Committee. Moreover, the State Department did not have in its possession, in full or in part, 15 email exchanges produced by the non-government witness—calling into question the completeness of their records from the Secretary. This means that not only was the State Department refusing to produce emails from the Secretary that were unquestionably relevant to this Committee's investigation, it also laid bare the Secretary's assurance that all public records had been returned to the State Department. Neither of those assertions was true.

The State Department made its third production to the Committee—1,899 pages of the Secretary’s emails—on September 25, 2015. In its letter accompanying the emails, the State Department noted “it had re-reviewed Secretary Clinton’s 2011-2012 emails and today is providing materials in advance of the Secretary’s appearance before the Committee on October 22, 2015.”

The Committee’s interest in the Secretary’s emails is limited to their relevance in the investigation of the Benghazi attacks. Her exclusive use of non-official email and a private server for all official communications may raise concerns beyond the scope of this Committee’s purview related to Federal records and transparency laws and national security concerns, but jurisdiction for those matters lies either with the Inspector General, the courts, other committees of Congress, or the Federal Bureau of Investigation and the Justice Department.

79 Letter from Julia Frifeld, Ass’t Sec’y of State, Legislative Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (June 25, 2015) (“In a limited number of circumstances, we did not locate in the tens of thousands of pages of email provided by Secretary Clinton the content of a handful of communications that Mr. Blumenthal produced.”)

80 See Letter from Julia Frifeld, Assistant Sec’y of State for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Sept. 25, 2015) (on record with the Committee).
Simply put, the Committee has an obligation to seek and acquire all relevant information consistent with its jurisdiction. Part of securing that relevant information involved accessing public records, regardless of where and by whom those records were held.

On January 8, 2016, the Department notified the Committee of yet more responsive documents located in the Office of the Secretary. These documents had been “overlooked” by the State Department. On February 26, 2016—20 months after the Committee was formed—the State Department produced approximately 1,650 additional responsive documents.

The odyssey that became the Secretary’s email arrangement was fully the result of decisions she made in concert with others at the State Department. Had she used state.gov or employed a method of preserving public records other than simply hiring private legal counsel to store, vet, and disclose these public records, this would never have become an issue for the Committee. The Committee knew in the summer 2014 the Secretary used private email to conduct at least some official business and never disclosed this fact publicly. The Committee’s interest was in accessing the relevant and responsive material needed to accomplish the job it was assigned to do. Moreover, of the more than 100 witnesses the Committee interviewed only one was exclusively connected with her method of producing and preserving emails—Bryan Pagliano, a Special Advisor to the State Department. Pagliano’s interview was short when he invoked his Fifth Amendment privilege against self-incrimination. Pagliano was an important witness who could have spoken to the fullness of the Committee’s record. The Secretary’s server was reportedly down during two key time periods identified during the Committee’s investigation—August 2011 and October 2012.

On April 8, 2016, the Committee received another production of approximately 1,150 pages of emails from Sean Smith’s email account as well as emails sent to and from senior leaders stored in the Office of the Secretary. On May 5, 2016, the Committee received yet again another pro-
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81 Email from Eric Schneider, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Dana Chipman, Chief Counsel, Sel. Comm. On Benghazi (January 8, 2016,) (on file with the Committee).
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83 See Letter from Julia Frifield, Assistant Sec’y of State for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Feb. 26, 2016).
duction from the State Department of approximately 405 pages of documents from the Office of the Secretary.

SUBPOENA FOR 7TH FLOOR PRINCIPALS’ DOCUMENTS AND COMMUNICATIONS

The second subpoena issued in the aftermath of the disclosure of the Secretary's email arrangement was issued on March 4, 2015, and sought documents and communications from the remaining ten senior staff officials identified in the Committee’s November 18, 2014 letter. More than three months after the Committee first issued its request for these documents, the State Department had yet to produce a single document. 84 A day after issuing this subpoena, the Committee learned the State Department did not start archiving emails of its senior officials until February 2015. 85 The Committee later learned Patrick F. Kennedy, Under Secretary for Management, State Department, wrote to several senior officials identified in the Committee’s March 4, 2015 subpoena seeking the return of all work related emails conducted on private accounts. 86 The State Department also kept this second Kennedy letter a secret. 87

Notwithstanding the specificity and clarity of the documents and communications sought by the March 4, 2015 subpoena, the State Department protested the breadth of the Committee’s request. 88 To help set priorities, the Committee offered guidance to State Department officials, at their request. For example, on March 23, 2015, the Committee identified

84 Subpoena issued by H. Select Comm. on Benghazi to John F. Kerry, Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State (Mar. 4, 2015).
87 Subpoena issued by H. Select Comm. on Benghazi to John F. Kerry, Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State (Aug. 5, 2015).
88 Email from Philip Kiko, Staff Director, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Julia Frifield, Ass’t Sec’y of State for Legislative Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State (March 23, 2015, 6:50 PM)(“let me reiterate that the subpoena is clear as to what communications and documents the Committee is seeking”).
four individuals and four discrete timeframes to which the Department could focus its initial efforts.89

On April 22, 2015, the Committee again provided guidance outlining a production plan complete with specific individuals and discrete timeframes for the State Department.90 No documents were produced.

It is worth reiterating that what may appear, at first blush, to be a lack of competence on behalf of the State Department now appears fully intentional and coordinated. Delaying the production of documents sought by letter, informal request, or subpoena has decided political advantages for those opposing the investigation and those in control of the necessary documents and witness access. Asking the Committee for “priorities” or date and time restrictions is calculated to reduce the scope of the investigation—the very thing Committee Minority members asked for in the fall of 2014—and causes the investigation to be drawn out needlessly.

This is an overtly political calculation and has become the typical playbook for an administration that once praised itself for its “transparency.”

In an effort to speed the production of documents, the Committee worked to advance the State Department’s $2.4 million reprogramming request made to the Committees on Appropriations of both the House and the Senate to create a ‘document review unit’ to help facilitate the production of documents relevant to the Committee’s investigation.91 The Committee was informed 12 full-time employees would be assigned to the ‘document review unit,’ as well as new technology, to respond to congressional requests. The Committee was told its requests would be the ‘document review unit’s’ highest priority.92 To the contrary, after the House and Senate Committees on Appropriations approved the Department’s reprogramming request, State Department staff did nothing to

89 Id.
90 Email from Philip Kiko, Staff Director, to Julia Frifield, Ass’t Sec’y of State for Legislative Affairs (April 22, 2015, 1:03 PM)
92 Phone call between Philip Kiko, Staff Director, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, and Julia Frifield, Ass’t Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State (May 2015).
expedite Committee requests for documents. State Department officials would not disclose how the reprogramming request was being implemented, how many employees were assigned to the unit, or whether these individuals were also assigned to respond to FOIA requests. Nor would the officials describe how document requests would be produced with the new technology.

IMPASSE WITH THE STATE DEPARTMENT

On May 22, 2015, more than two months after the March 4, 2015 subpoena, the State Department finally produced approximately 1,200 pages of emails to and from Mills. The documents in this production, however, covered less than a quarter of the timeframes sought and contained less than one-tenth of the contents sought in the subpoena. Furthermore, the State Department withheld documents, telling the Committee “a small number of documents implicate important Executive Branch institutional interests and are therefore not included in this production.” The State Department’s continued refusal to produce relevant documents delayed the Committee’s interview schedule.

Like other investigations, the Committee planned to interview senior level officials within the State Department before interviewing the Secretary. Consequently, delaying document productions for these senior officials in turn delayed the interviews of the same senior officials, which in turn delayed the interview of the Secretary. It is readily apparent this was by design and presented the Committee with a ‘Catch-22’: either interview senior State Department officials, including the Secretary, without the benefit of the documents needed for a constructive conversation, or postpone those interviews pending document production and be criticized for taking too long.

93 Memorandum from Philip G. Kiko, Staff Dir. and Gen. Counsel, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (June 2, 2014) [hereinafter June 2 Staff Memo] (on file with the Committee) (summarizing the members meeting with State Dep’t Chief of Staff Jon Finer).
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95 Letter from Julia Frifeld, Assistant Sec’y of State for Leg. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (May 22, 2015) (on file with the Committee).
Recognizing neither public reproach nor the Committee’s support for the State Department’s reprogramming request would compel the Department to action, the Committee had few alternatives—other than contempt of Congress (dependent on Executive Branch enforcement) or time-consuming litigation. On June 2, 2015, the Committee met with Jonathan Finer, Chief of Staff and Director of Policy Planning, State Department, to discuss the impasse.  

With Finer, the Committee made it clear it was necessary to review documents prior to moving forward with interviews. The Committee members personally emphasized to Finer the emails from a number of former senior State Department officials were necessary to have constructive conversations with witnesses. The delays in producing documents thus delayed interviews. While Finer would not agree to a production schedule, he did agree the State Department would make a substantial production within 30 days. The meeting and agreement were memorialized in a subsequent communication sent to Finer. In its letter, the Committee defined “substantial” as “producing,” within 30 days, “all documents and emails … described in phase one in our April 22, 2015 communication.”

The “substantial production” of documents never materialized, further delaying the interview schedule. Instead, on June 30, 2015, the State Department produced 3,600 pages of emails, more than 2,000 pages of which were press clippings available chiefly on the internet. The production also focused almost exclusively on two individuals for one month after the terrorist attacks, with a scattering of documents from
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103 Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to John F. Kerry, Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State (July 10, 2015) (on file with the Committee) (“While the meeting may have motivated the Dep’t to produce roughly 3,600 pages of documents on June 30, 2015, more than 2,000 of those pages—representing nearly 57 percent were nothing more than basic press clippings . . . .”).
other timeframes. Moreover, the State Department continued its pattern of withholding documents based on what it described as “Executive Branch institutional interests.” No other productions arrived for almost another month. On July 29, 2015, the State Department produced approximately 8,000 pages of documents, many of which were press clippings or duplicate emails.

OTHER DOCUMENT REQUESTS MADE TO THE STATE DEPARTMENT

In addition to seeking enforcement of the March 4, 2015 subpoena, the Committee issued a number of additional requests for information from the State Department. On June 12, 2015, the Committee sought the remaining ARB documents. The Committee requested a list of all documents being withheld and the justification for withholding. The Committee also sought 11 discrete items referenced in the ARB documents. The Committee requested a response by July 8, 2015. Roughly seven months later, on February 25, 2016, the Committee received a four-page document responsive to the June 12, 2015 request.

On July 6, 2015, the Committee wrote the State Department seeking an update on compliance with the March 4, 2015 subpoena. No response was received.

On July 10, 2015, the Committee wrote the Department again expressing concern with the anemic productions made and the Department’s lack of candor with regard to the private email use of former senior officials.
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110 Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to John F. Kerry, Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State (July 10, 2015) (on file with the Committee) (one of two similarly cited letters).
The Committee followed this letter with an email highlighting the State Department’s inaction in five areas:

1. scheduling of interviews;
2. producing private emails relating to the Committee’s jurisdiction sent or received by former senior officials;
3. an accounting of the missing documents, including those withheld for executive branch confidentiality interests;
4. producing the remaining aspects of phase one of the March 4, 2015 subpoena; and
5. failing to acknowledge the receipt of the previous letters.111

The State Department’s untenable posture, coupled with an abject lack of meaningful response to the Committee’s outstanding subpoenas and requests, led to a demand letter on July 31, 2015.112 The letter was a precursor to contempt of Congress action, and reflected the Committee’s serious belief the State Department was intentionally impeding the investigation’s progress.113

The Committee outlined the pattern of concealment and delay employed by the State Department.114 The Committee noted the State Department’s actions with regard to the Committee’s questions about production of the Secretary’s emails.115

The Committee eventually received, in several tranches, document productions subsequent to the July 31, 2015 demand letter. Documents responsive to the March 4 subpoena were produced on August 21 and Au-

111 See Email from Philip G. Kiko, Staff Dir. and Gen. Counsel, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Julia Frifield, Catherine Duval, and Austin Evers, (July 14, 2015) (on file with the Committee) (Regarding compliance and requests).
112 Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to John F. Kerry, Sec’y of State, U.S. Dep’t of State (July 31, 2015) (on file with Committee).
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August 28, 2015; September 18, 2015; October 5, 9, and 15, 2015; November 6 and 24, 2015; December 31, 2015; January 21, 2016; February 26, 2016; April 8, 2016; and May 5, 2016. In addition, the Committee received throughout the fall of 2015 and the early winter of 2016 approximately 9,000 pages of emails from Stevens’ email never before produced.116

The Committee never received full productions of emails from the accounts of Under Secretary Wendy R. Sherman, Deputy Secretary William J. Burns, or Assistant Secretary Jeffrey D. Feltman—all of whom were listed in the November 18, 2014 document request and the March 4, 2015 subpoena. The State Department never produced all relevant documents reviewed by the Accountability Review Board.117 Finally, the State Department still has not fully complied with the August 5, 2015 subpoena.

The State Department also withheld documents citing “important Executive Branch institutional interests” or “important Executive Branch confidentiality interests” on four separate occasions.118 The Committee repeatedly sought additional information on the withheld documents, including the nature and number of documents withheld and the basis in law for withholding them. On June 12, 2015, July 8, 2015, and July 31, 2015, the Committee wrote the State Department seeking additional information. The Committee also met with State Department representatives to discuss the status of the June 12, 2015, July 8, 2015, and July 31, 2015 requests multiple times, including as late as June 2016. To date, the State Department has yet to account for the withheld documents. The State Department’s refusal to provide the Committee with information by which to make reasonable judgements regarding the Department’s decisions to withhold documents from Congress and, ultimately, from the

116 See infra Appendix J for a complete listing of requests and subpoenas for documents as well as productions received pursuant to request or subpoena.
117 Letter from the Thomas B. Gibbons, acting Assistant Sec’y of Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Darrell E. Issa, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform (Aug. 23, 2013) (on file with the Committee) (stating the ARB reviewed approximately 7,000 documents totaling thousands of pages).
118 See letters from Julia Frifield, Ass’t Sec’y of State for Legislative Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (February 13, 2015, April 24, 2015, May 22, 2015, and June 30, 2015) (on file with the Committee).
American people is yet another example of the Department’s pattern of concealment.

WITNESSES

The Committee interviewed 57 witnesses from the State Department, 50 who had never been interviewed by Congress, including four senior leaders, three Ambassadors, 19 Diplomatic Security agents, four principal officers, and 20 State Department personnel.

On December 4, 2014, the Committee requested the State Department make available for transcribed interviews the eyewitnesses to the attack: the Diplomatic Security agents deployed to Benghazi and the Principal Officers responsible for political reporting. The State Department resisted scheduling interviews for nearly two months. It was not until January 27, 2015 and the threat of subpoenas the State Department began to contact the individuals sought by the Committee.

The Committee sought the testimony of senior State Department officials including those who were not interviewed by the ARB. This included Mills, Jacob J. Sullivan, Deputy Chief of Staff and Director of Policy Planning, and Huma Abedin, Deputy Chief of Staff for Operations. While the Committee sought to schedule these interviews in May 2015, the State Department’s failure to produce relevant documents delayed these interviews until early September 2015. The delay in scheduling these interviews in turn necessarily delayed the Secretary’s testimony.

The Committee interviewed senior leaders within the Bureau of Diplomatic Security and the regional Bureau of Near Eastern Affairs—the two bureaus with oversight responsibility for security, personnel and policy in Benghazi. The Committee interviewed Kennedy who oversees the Bureau of Diplomatic Security, in addition to the Deputy Assistant Secretaries for Countermeasures and International Programs, Gentry O. Smith and Charlene R. Lamb. The Committee interviewed Jeffrey D. Feltman, Assistant Secretary for Near East Affairs, State Department; Gene A. Cretz, Ambassador to Libya; and Gregory N. Hicks, Deputy Chief of Mission, U.S. Embassy in Tripoli.

Finally, the Committee interviewed those individuals who served as Libya desk officers and were responsible for addressing the day-to-day needs of the Benghazi Mission, including physical security, policy decisions, and logistics relating to Benghazi, Libya.
The Department of Defense

The Defense Department was initially cooperative but this cooperation dissipated during the course of the Committee’s investigation culminating in a factually deficient letter from a political appointee deliberately mischaracterizing efforts to obtain access to witnesses.

The witnesses produced by the Defense Department, both active duty and retired, were cooperative and provided significant new material to the Committee. Identifying those witnesses, locating those witnesses, scheduling their appearances before the Committee and responding to subsequent Committee requests generated by these documents and witness interviews became mired in coordinated partisan responses from a Defense Department political appointee.119

DOCUMENTS

As required by the resolution creating the Select Committee, the House Armed Services Committee provided records in July 2014. Following a review of the information provided by the Armed Services Committee, the Select Committee submitted requests to the Defense Department on April 8, 2015 seeking documents and records not previously provided to the Armed Services Committee.120 The Select Committee’s document request consisted of 12 categories, including a copy of the video of the attack in Benghazi, un-redacted copies of documents provided pursuant to a court order in litigation under FOIA, and copies of the force laydown for U.S. Africa, Europe, and Central combatant commands on September 10, 11, and 12, 2012.121 The Select Committee also requested assistance

119 Letter from Stephen C. Hedger, Assistant Sec’y of Def. for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of Def., to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (April 28, 2016) (on file with the Committee).
120 Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Ashton B. Carter, Sec’y of Def., U.S. Dep’t of Def. (Apr. 8, 2015) (on file with the Committee) (first of three similarly cited letters); Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Ashton B. Carter, Sec’y of Def., U.S. Dep’t of Def. (Apr. 8, 2015) (on file with the Committee) (second of three similarly cited letters); Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Ashton B. Carter, Sec’y of Def., U.S. Dep’t of Def. (Apr. 8, 2015) (on file with the Committee) (third of three similarly cited letters).
121 Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Ashton B. Carter, Sec’y of Def., U.S. Dep’t of Def. (Apr. 8, 2015) (on file with the Committee) (one of three similarly cited letters).
in answering 27 questions regarding actions taken by the Defense Department immediately prior to, during, and immediately after the attacks.\textsuperscript{122}

On April 27, 2015, the Defense Department responded to the Committee’s request providing copies of the force laydown from the respective combatant commands and indicating it would provide “responsive documents not previously provided on a rolling basis” to the Committee.\textsuperscript{123} On May 21, 2015, the Defense Department provided 175 pages of classified documents, as well as 551 pages of un-redacted documents provided pursuant to a court order under FOIA litigation.\textsuperscript{124} The Defense Department declined to provide 36 pages that “contain[ed] intelligence community or potential target information.”\textsuperscript{125} It also declined to provide one page “due to confidentiality concerns associated with executive branch deliberations.”\textsuperscript{126} At the time of the Defense Department’s letter, Committee staff had received briefings on and reviewed the drone footage on two occasions.\textsuperscript{127} The Defense Department did not indicate whether it would provide a copy of that footage to the Committee. As to five of the Committee’s requests, it indicated its review was ongoing.

On July 28, 2015, the Committee received the Defense Department’s classified response to the Committee’s 27 questions.\textsuperscript{128} Over the following months, the Defense Department provided briefings to the Committee and made witnesses available. It did not, however, furnish any additional documents.
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\textsuperscript{128} See Letter from Ashton B. Carter, Sec’y of Def., U.S. Dep’t of Def., to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (July 28, 2015) (on file with the Committee).
On February 5, 2016, Committee staff met with Defense Department staff regarding the outstanding document requests. During this meeting the Committee requested an updated list of all air assets situated in the Africa and Europe combatant commands’ areas of responsibility, and whether any assets had not been disclosed due to special access programs. The Committee also requested documents referring or relating to communications the Defense Department may have had with any foreign militaries concerning coordination or assistance in response to the attacks and any photographs taken by Defense Department personnel during a trip to Benghazi in October 2012. The Committee also renewed its request for a copy of the video feed from the night of the attack. The Defense Department failed to respond to the Committee’s request.

In total, the Defense Department provided nearly 900 pages of additional documents not previously provided to Congress.

WITNESSES

The Committee interviewed 24 witnesses from the Defense Department. Of these witnesses, 17 had never been interviewed by Congress regarding the attacks in Benghazi.

Initially, the Defense Department identified and scheduled witnesses at the Committee’s request. For example on July 22, 2015, the Committee requested the Defense Department make available the Commander of the Commander’s In-Extremis Force [CIF] on September 11, 2012. The Committee had been unable to identify this individual and four other individuals by name, but provided details of their position during the relevant time-frame. The Defense Department identified the five individuals and scheduled their interviews.

After the initial five witnesses were interviewed and the Committee reviewed the documents provided by Defense Department, the Committee
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requested an additional eight witnesses on February 5, 2016. The Committee also requested an interview with the individual who served as the pilot for the aircraft that transported the CIF. 134 On February 26, 2016, the Committee requested the Defense Department make the individuals who piloted the drone on September 11-12, 2012 that flew over Benghazi and Tripoli available for interviews. 135

The Committee reiterated both of these requests on March 9, 2016 and March 24, 2016. 136 The Defense Department indicated it was experiencing difficulty in tracking down records which could identify the individuals who piloted the aircraft and had not made progress in meeting the Committee’s requests. Consequently, on March 31, 2016, the Committee met with Elizabeth L. George, Deputy General Counsel, Legislation, Defense Legal Services Agency, Defense Department, regarding the outstanding requests. The Defense Department was informed the Committee would issue subpoenas should the Defense Department not provide the names of the pilots immediately. 137

For the next several weeks, Committee staff sought continued cooperation from the Defense Department. However, on April 28, 2016, Stephen Hedger, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Legislative Affairs sent an inaccurate and misleading letter to the Chairman regarding the Committee’s requests. 138 Not surprisingly, that letter was leaked to the press the following day and was on the Committee Minority’s website. Among many of the inaccuracies, the letter stated the Defense Department had

134 Email from Mac Tolar, Senior Counsel, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to William Hudson, Dir. of Cong. Investigations, U.S. Dep’t of Def. (Feb. 9, 2016, 1:32 PM) (on file with the Committee).
135 Email from Mac Tolar, Senior Counsel, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to William Hudson, Dir. of Cong. Investigations, U.S. Dep’t of Def. (Feb. 26, 2016, 17:00 EST) (on file with the Committee).
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138 Letter from Stephen C. Hedger, Assistant Sec’y of Def. for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of Def., to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (April 28, 2016) (on file with the Committee).
expended “significant resources” to locate an individual the Committee had requested to interview who was identified as “John from Iowa” and who had called in to *The Sean Hannity Show* radio program in May 2013. During the call, the individual identified himself as one of the sensor operators of a drone that flew over Benghazi during the attacks. The Committee requested to interview this person during the meeting on March 31. As of the date of Hedger’s letter, the Defense Department had failed to provide the names of all the pilots and sensor operators, including “John from Iowa” that had operated the drone on the September 11 and September 12, 2012. Finally, almost a month after Hedger’s letter, the Defense Department provided all names of both the pilots and the sensor operators. The Committee benefited from hearing the testimony of the witnesses. These individuals were able to provide the Committee first-hand accounts of their mission that night, the capabilities of the drone, what information was being relayed up the chain of command, and the information they were focused on gathering. The video feed from those drones provided one point of reference for the Committee during its investigation. The witnesses provided another.

Despite Hedger’s complaint that the Department had expended “significant resources” to identify “John from Iowa” to “no avail,” the Department had actually identified “John from Iowa” within hours of his call in 2013, and had reprimanded him for his actions. Because of Hedger’s representation that “significant resources” had been used to find this witness, the Committee issued a subpoena to Hedger to explain what resources had actually been used, and why the Defense Department was unable to respond to a Congressional request in a timely manner.
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139 See Email from Mac Tolar, Senior Counsel, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Philip G. Kiko, Staff Dir. and Gen. Counsel, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (May 20, 2016, 11:47 EST) (on file with the Committee) (indicating receipt of all relevant names).

140 Testimony of Sensor Operator 1, Tr. at 16-17, June 9, 2016 [hereinafter Sensor Operator 1 Transcript] (on file with the Committee). See also, Letter from Stephen C. Hedger, Assistant Sec’y of Def. for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of Def., to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (April 28, 2016) (on file with the Committee).

141 Subpoena to Stephen C. Hedger, Assistant Sec’y of Def. for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of Def., H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (June 15, 2016) (on file with the Committee).
The Central Intelligence Agency

The Central Intelligence Agency [CIA] ultimately provided a significant volume of material and witnesses to the Committee, including SameTime messages not previously or generally made available to Congress. Nevertheless, the Committee’s work was unnecessarily delayed with respect to documents, witnesses, and other basic requests.

READ-AND-RETURN DOCUMENTS

When the House of Representatives passed the resolution creating the Committee, it required that “[a]ny committee of the House of Representatives having custody of records in any form relating to [the Benghazi attacks] shall transfer such records to the Select Committee within 14 days of the adoption of this resolution. Such records shall become the records of the Select Committee.”142

As a result of the resolution, the Chairman of the Intelligence Committee wrote to John O. Brennan, Director, CIA, noting the Intelligence Committee had possession but not custody of records provided by the CIA on a read-and-return basis. Therefore, the Chairman of the Intel. Comm. believed he did not have the authority to transfer these records to the Committee as otherwise required by the resolution. The Chairman, nonetheless, asked the CIA to make these records available to the Select Committee.143

This transmittal is intended to facilitate the CIA’s ability to respond to any future requests for these materials from the new Select Committee. I expect you will maintain these materials at CIA Headquarters in a manner such that they could be easily and promptly provided to the Select Committee.144

In July of 2014, the Intelligence Committee provided its records to this Committee, including more than 400 pieces of intelligence relating to Benghazi and Libya from 2012, and other reports and correspondence. After acquiring the requisite security clearances and reviewing these

---
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documents, on November 19, 2014 the Committee asked that it be able to review the read-and-return records the Intelligence Committee had given back to the CIA.\textsuperscript{145} The CIA responded, noting it was “working to try to set up a time next week when we could make the materials available.”\textsuperscript{146} The CIA did not make the materials available the following week.

On December 8, 2014, the Committee reiterated its request.\textsuperscript{147} The CIA responded: “we are in the process of organizing and page numbering the documents so that they are ready for your team to review. I’ll check in with the folks who are working on that to see if we can make it all available next week.”\textsuperscript{148} This hardly squared with what the Intelligence Committee Chairman requested of the CIA.\textsuperscript{149}

The Committee made a third request, on December 11, 2014, to review these documents.\textsuperscript{150} The CIA’s Office of Congressional Affairs responded on December 15, 2014, noting they would “reach out” to the Committee staff that would be reviewing the documents.\textsuperscript{151} The CIA never contacted the Committee.

The Committee made a fourth request on January 8, 2015.\textsuperscript{152} On January 12, 2015, the CIA responded noting they “have this request as a priority

\textsuperscript{145} See Email from Mary K. E. Maples, Office of Cong. Affairs, Cent. Intel. Agency, to Christopher Donesa, Deputy Staff Dir., H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Nov. 19, 2014, 14:23 EST) (on file with the Committee).

\textsuperscript{146} Id.

\textsuperscript{147} Email from Christopher Donesa, Deputy Staff Dir., H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Mary K. E. Maples, Office of Cong. Affairs, Cent. Intel. Agency (Dec. 8, 2014, 13:57 EST) (on file with the Committee).

\textsuperscript{148} Email from Mary K. E. Maples, Office of Cong. Affairs, Cent. Intel. Agency, to Christopher Donesa, Deputy Staff Dir., H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Dec. 8, 2014, 15:10 EST) (on file with the Committee).

\textsuperscript{149} Letter from Mike Rogers, Chairman, H. Perm. Select Comm. on Intel., to John O. Brennan, Dir., Cent. Intel. Agency (May 8, 2014) (on file with the Committee).

\textsuperscript{150} Email from Christopher Donesa, Deputy Staff Dir., H. Select Comm. on Benghazi to Mary K. E. Maples, Office of Cong. Affairs, Cent. Intel. Agency (Dec. 11, 2014, 10:47 EST) (on file with the Committee).

\textsuperscript{151} Email from Mary K. E. Maples, Office of Cong. Affairs, Cent. Intel. Agency to Christopher Donesa, Deputy Staff Dir., H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Dec. 15, 2014, 10:33 EST) (on file with the Committee).

\textsuperscript{152} Email from Christopher Donesa, Deputy Staff Dir., H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Mary K. E. Maples, Office of Cong. Affairs, Cent. Intel. Agency (Jan. 8, 2015, 11:19 EST) (on file with the Committee).
action. We are currently processing the documents…. We hope to have
them ready for you in a couple of weeks.”

It was not until the Committee’s January 27, 2015 public compliance
hearing with Neil L. Higgins, Director of Congressional Affairs, CIA,
that the CIA finally granted the Committee access to these documents.
This was nearly three months after the Committee first requested access
to these documents—documents the CIA had already produced to the
Intelligence Committee and had been set aside specifically for this
Committee’s access. Having to schedule and conduct public hearings
on matters of compliance with requests for clearly relevant documents is
a waste of time and resources.

In finally gaining access to these documents, the Committee discovered
the records consisted of more than 4,000 pages of emails. The CIA had
never indicated they were withholding such a large volume of material
from the Committee. Reviewing this material necessitated the redirection
of Committee time. The CIA, however, would only allow four Commi-
tee staff to review these records during normal business hours at CIA
Headquarters in McLean, Virginia. These restrictions unnecessarily lim-
ited the Committee’s access to the materials and significantly and unnec-
essarily increased the time needed to review the documents.

In addition, the CIA would not allow Committee staff to retain notes
made while reviewing these documents, or even take notes back to
Committee offices to discuss with Committee members. The CIA re-
quired Committee staff to keep their notes locked in a safe at CIA head-
quarters. The CIA eventually offered to allow Committee staff to take
their notes back to Committee offices—but only if CIA staff first re-
viewed those notes and applied various redactions to them. This de-
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mand raised serious separation of powers concerns and would have compromised the investigation to allow the subject of an investigation to review and redact the notes of its investigator.

The CIA placed none of these onerous and punitive restrictions on the Intelligence Committee’s access to these same materials, which the CIA provided to it to keep in its own offices at the Capitol.

**NEW DOCUMENT REQUESTS**

After a review of the more than 4,000 pages of ‘read and return’ documents at the CIA, the Committee issued a new document request to the CIA on April 28, 2015.160 This request was for 26 specific categories of information to help the Committee better understand the CIA’s activities in Benghazi, its response to the attacks, and the analytic processes undertaken in the wake of the attacks.161 This document request included SameTime messages, emails, operational cables, and intelligence reports.162

The CIA resisted this request. In a May 15, 2015 telephone call with the Committee Chairman, David S. Cohen, the Deputy Director of the CIA, expressed concern “with both the breadth and some of the types of documents requested,” and claimed “fulfilling the request could take many months of work.”163 Additional meetings between the Committee and the CIA took place to discuss the request, and it was not until July 8, 2015, two-and-a-half months after the Committee’s document request, that the CIA produced additional documents pursuant to this request.164

The results of the document production were underwhelming. The CIA delivered only a smattering of material from four general categories. One of the documents was a critical email the CIA had previously withheld from the Committee even though it had been shared with the Intelligence
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Committee. This document changed the Committee’s understanding of what information was shared with Washington from Tripoli in the wake of the attacks—crucial for understanding how the CIA created its post attack analysis. The document production also consisted of cables shared with the Intelligence Committee but not given to this Committee.

Because of this insufficient document production and the withholding of clearly relevant information, on August 7, 2015, the Committee issued a subpoena to the CIA. This subpoena was straightforward and asked for six specific sets of documents. These documents included specific intelligence assessments written by CIA analysts in the wake of the attacks. The subpoena demanded the production of “supporting material” for these assessments. Up to that point the CIA had refused to produce that material, in addition to refusing to produce the assessments with accompanying footnotes. It therefore was impossible for the Committee to understand what material the analysts used to form the basis for their subsequent assessments.

The subpoena also demanded production of additional documents relating to the unclassified talking points requested by the Intelligence Committee on September 14, 2012. Previously, the CIA had refused to produce any additional documents relating to the talking points not already in the public domain, claiming it was the responsibility of the Office of Director for National Intelligence to produce documents, even though the documents in question were all internal to the CIA.

The subpoena also demanded production of SameTime messages from individuals within certain offices in the CIA. Prior witness testimony revealed CIA employees relied heavily on SameTime messages the night of the attacks and in the immediate aftermath, as these were more efficient than typing emails. Simply reviewing the emails previously pro-
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duced by the CIA, therefore, would not tell the full story of what happened the night and early morning hours of the attacks.

On August 28, 2015, the CIA responded to the subpoena. The CIA produced in full the specific intelligence assessments with supporting material. The CIA also produced additional material relating to the Intelligence Committee talking points, but objected to producing SameTime messages, arguing that the CIA “does not produce SameTime messages to Congress because doing so would have serious negative consequences on CIA’s work.” This is a striking assertion. To suggest the entity that both created and funds the CIA and must provide oversight for myriad reasons cannot have access at some level to the work done by the CIA is staggeringly arrogant. In reality these SameTime messages were both highly relevant and highly probative and fundamentally changed the Committee's understanding of information previously provided to the Committee. This is precisely why Congress must be able to access this information and precisely why the CIA was so resistant to providing it.

A review of the documents ultimately produced by the CIA and subsequent witness interviews necessitated additional document requests to the CIA. The Committee first attempted to request these documents informally. The CIA did not produce them. As a result, on January 13, 2016, the Committee sent a letter to the CIA formally requesting additional documents. This request included two specific operational cables referenced repeatedly during witness interviews, an additional piece of intelligence analysis from after the attacks, and information regarding intelligence given to senior policymakers—the subject of a previous formal request from the Committee to the CIA.
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The CIA ignored this request. As a result, the Committee issued a second subpoena on January 20, 2016.\footnote{Subpoena issued by H. Select Comm. on Benghazi to John O. Brennan, Dir., Cent. Intel. Agency, (Aug. 7, 2015).} This subpoena demanded the production of the two specific operational cables in addition to information regarding intelligence given to senior policymakers.\footnote{Id.}

On February 9, 2016—after months of the Committee applying pressure to produce documents and the possibility John O. Brennan, Director, CIA could be held in contempt of Congress for withholding documents—the CIA finally relented.\footnote{Letter from John O. Brennan, Dir., Cent. Intel. Agency, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Feb. 9, 2016) (on file with the Committee).} The CIA agreed to produce SameTime messages to the Committee and came to an agreement on access to the two specific operational cables.\footnote{Id.}

While the CIA claimed the SameTime messages would not change the Committee’s understanding of the facts of Benghazi, some of the contents of these messages were quite valuable. As a result of the delays—the Agency took more than nine months to fulfill the Committee’s request—the Committee lost an opportunity to question some witnesses specifically about these messages. In addition, some of the messages implicated agencies outside the CIA and did in fact change the Committee’s understanding of certain facts—something the CIA, with its stove-piped view of the Benghazi landscape, likely would not have known.

WITNESSES

The Committee interviewed 19 CIA witnesses during the course of its investigation. The Committee understood these witnesses needed flexibility and, in some cases, anonymity. The Committee delayed important interviews to ensure personnel would not take time away from mission-critical duties overseas. On one occasion, the Committee participated in a secure video teleconference with a witness overseas, and on another occasion the Committee waited until a witness was between tours of duty so the interview would not interfere with intelligence activities. The Committee also provided copies of interview transcripts to the CIA so
they could have them in their offices rather than reviewing them in the Committee offices.

Although the Committee never issued subpoenas to any CIA witnesses, and all appeared voluntarily, the CIA initially refused to produce some witnesses—including the manager of the analysts. Instead, the CIA produced the former head of the Office of Terrorism Analysis, who was unable to answer granular questions about how the analytic assessments were drafted and what specific intelligence the analysts relied on.182 Outstanding questions remained after that interview, and it was apparent the Committee needed to speak to the first-line manager of the analysts. The CIA refused to produce this witness, dubbing the individual a “junior analyst” despite a decade of experience at the CIA.183 Only after the Committee proposed issuing a subpoena for the witness’s deposition did the CIA agree to produce the person voluntarily for an interview.184 This witness proved highly probative, which regrettably, may be why the CIA was reluctant to allow the interview in the first instance.

A similar situation occurred involving a senior employee in Benghazi. The CIA initially refused to produce this individual, who, given his portfolio in Benghazi, was the only person who could speak to a number of different topics and allegations. After the CIA agreed to produce him for an interview, the CIA kept pushing the date of the interview further into the future. Not until the Chairman issued a subpoena and was preparing to serve it did the CIA set a date for this individual’s interview. This witness also provided highly probative testimony calling into question previous conclusions drawn by other committees of Congress and fundamentally reshaping the Committee’s understanding of critical factors.

The Committee is also aware of concerns regarding the accuracy of certain specific witness testimony before the House Intelligence Committee. The Committee carefully reviewed relevant testimony and information

182 See Testimony of employee, Cent. Intel. Agency, Tr. 43, 46 (Nov. 13, 2015)] (on file with the Committee).
184 See Letter from Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to John O. Brennan, Dir., Cent. Intel. Agency (Jan. 13, 2016) (on file with Committee) (on file with the Committee).
and questioned witnesses about this testimony, but was unable to definitively resolve the issue.

DISPARATE TREATMENT

While the Committee spent months trying to acquire new documents from the CIA, the Committee Minority members had no such difficulty. One day before the Committee’s first interview with a CIA witness, the CIA emailed the Committee alerting it that “[i]n response to a request for specific cables from the minority, we have added three documents” to the documents at the CIA available for review.185 Neither Committee Minority members nor the CIA informed the Committee such a request had been made until the CIA obligingly fulfilled it. In contrast, the CIA refused to produce two specific cables requested by the Committee until a subpoena was issued.186

Again on October 17, 2015—just five days before the Committee’s hearing with the Secretary—an email was sent on behalf of Committee Minority members to Higgins seeking information regarding a classification issue.187 The CIA responded 42 minutes later—on a Saturday night.188

Two days later Committee Minority members asked the CIA to review seven transcript excerpts from two witness interviews for classification

187 Email from Susanne Sachsman Grooms, Minority Staff Dir., H. Select Comm. on Benghazi, to Neal L. Higgins, Dir. of Cong. Affairs, Cent. Intel. Agency (Oct. 17, 2015, 19:02 EST) (on file with the Committee).
188 Email from Neal L. Higgins, Dir. of Cong. Affairs, Cent. Intel. Agency, to Susanne Sachsman Grooms, Minority Staff Dir., H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Oct. 17, 2015, 19:44 EST) (on file with the Committee).
The CIA completed these reviews and returned the transcripts in just 40 hours.190

When the Committee asked the CIA to conduct a classification review of witness transcripts, however, the CIA refused. As the Chairman noted in a letter to Brennan on January 13, 2016:

The Agency has indicated it will not conduct a classification review of transcripts of previous Committee interviews but has provided no reason why it is unable to perform this review, which must be performed by the Executive Branch. The refusal to conduct this review threatens to significantly impact both the timelines and constitutional independence of the Committee’s final report, as well as the ability of the American people to review transcripts of unclassified interviews. This matter must be resolved promptly to enable the Committee to undertake the process of preparing its final report 191

The CIA responded to this letter on March 22, 2016—more than two months later—following a meeting on the topic between the Committee and the CIA. In its response, the CIA said a classification review of the transcripts would be “lengthy and laborious.”192 The CIA also reiterated its view the Committee should share its report in advance with the CIA, something the CIA noted was “critically important.”193 This delayed the Committee’s final report because the Committee cannot release information without having it cleared for classification purposes and the Executive Branch solely conducts this review.
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The Committee sent a document request to the White House on December 29, 2014. While this was not the first time Congress had asked the White House for information regarding Benghazi, it did mark the first time Congress asked the White House for documents. The request consisted of 12 categories, including documents regarding the U.S.’s continued presence in Libya, the response to the attacks, the YouTube video, the Intelligence Committee talking points, and the administration’s explanation of the attacks.

On January 23, 2015, the White House objected to some Committee requests, but did commit to “be in a position to begin sharing documents by the end of February.”

On February 27, 2015, White House staff met with Committee staff to discuss the requests. At the meeting the White House produced 266 pages of emails to and from White House staff related to Benghazi—the first emails and documents produced to Congress by the White House about Benghazi. These emails, however, were heavily redacted. As a result, the White House and Committee reached an agreement regarding redactions, and on March 16, 2015, the White House produced these documents with the redactions removed.
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On April 23, 2015, the Committee Chairman wrote to the White House again, giving priority to specific categories of documents from the Committee’s December 29, 2014 request. As a result, the White House made additional document productions on May 11, 2015; June 19, 2015; and July 17, 2015.

On August 7, 2015, the Chairman wrote a third time to the White House addressing documents responsive to the Committee’s December 29, 2014 request which were being withheld by the White House. Subsequently, the White House produced additional documents on August 28, 2015.

On September 9, 2015, White House staff met with Committee staff and made progress on satisfying the Committee’s requests for information. The White House briefed the Committee on a specific request, and a path forward was set to identify remaining documents addressing specific categories of information important to the Committee. Additional meetings were held in a classified setting on October 5, 2015; October 27, 2015; and November 12, 2015. Each meeting was accompanied by a document production from the White House.
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In total, the White House made nine productions of documents to the Committee. To be clear the White House did not provide all of the information the Committee requested but the Committee was granted access to information no other congressional committee accessed.

WITNESSES

The Committee interviewed four witnesses from the White House. On January 21, 2016, three senior White House officials, W. Neil Eggleston, Counsel to the President; Nicholas L. McQuaid, Deputy Counsel to the President; and Donald C. Sisson, Special Assistant to the President; flew to Charlotte, North Carolina, to meet with the Chairman and discussed details regarding these witness interviews.\(^\text{212}\) The White House and the Committee honored the confidentiality of the meeting and the discussions.

Susan E. Rice, National Security Advisor, and Benjamin J. Rhodes, Deputy National Security Advisor for Strategic Communications, then testified before the Committee.\(^\text{213}\)

ACCESS TO COMPARTMENTED PROGRAMS

Over the course of nearly a dozen interviews with the State Department, the Defense Department, and CIA personnel, witnesses consistently refused to answer questions related to certain allegations with respect to U.S. activities in Libya even though the House specifically gave the Committee access to materials relating to intelligence sources and methods.\(^\text{214}\) Most of these questions related in some way to allegations regard-
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ing weapons. These refusals meant significant questions raised in public relating to Benghazi could not be answered.

At the meeting between the Chairman and the White House in Charlotte, N.C., in January 2016, the Chairman told Eggleston the Committee would need to review any and all relevant special access programs that might relate to U.S. government activities in Libya. On March 16, 2016, the Committee formalized its request for this access in a letter to Eggleston:

With this letter, I am also including a classified attachment detailing specific testimony received by the Committee establishing the need to further clarify what specific activities the U.S. government may have conducted, and/or authorized, in Libya in 2011 and 2012. … You are in a unique position to help us make sure the record is complete. In order to accomplish this, however, the Committee requires your assistance. I therefore write to formally request access to all special access programs regarding U.S. activities in Libya in 2011-2012.

The letter contained a classified attachment detailing specific testimony from senior and line personnel from the State Department, CIA, and the Defense Department, all of whom did not respond fully to questions from the Committee during their interviews due to access issues. Some of the testimony provided raised substantial further questions in light of the record available to the Committee. The administration ultimately did not provide the requested access.
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COMPLIANCE WITH RECORD-KEEPING LAWS AND REGULATIONS

The Federal Records Act

The Federal Records Act [FRA] “governs the collection, retention, preservation, and possible destruction of federal agency records” by Federal agencies. 218 Federal records include:

[A]ll books, papers, maps, photographs, machine readable materials, or other documentary materials, regardless of physical form or characteristics, made or received by a federal agency under federal law or in connection with the transaction of public business and preserved or appropriate for preservation by that agency or its legitimate successor as evidence of the organization, functions, policies, decisions, proceedings, operations or other activities of the government or because of informational value of the date within them. 219

The FRA requires each agency head to “make and preserve records.” 220 Each agency head must “establish and maintain an active, continuing program for the economical and efficient management of the records of the agency” including “effective controls over the creation and over the

219 44 U.S.C. § 3301 (2012). Conversely, non-record materials are broken down into three categories: (1) library and museum material (2) extra copies of documents; and (3) stocks of publications and processed documents—such as catalogs, trade journals, and other publications that are received from other government agencies, commercial firms, or private institutions. 36 C.F.R. § 1222.14 (2009). The FRA was most recently amended in 2014 to address: “[T]he rapid migration over the last several decades toward electronic communication and recordkeeping, federal recordkeeping laws are still focused on the media in which a record is preserved, not the information that constitutes the record itself. To correct this flaw, this legislation will shift the onus of recordkeeping onto the record and not the media it is contained in as a way to better enable NARA, and other agencies, to handle growing amounts of electronic communication.” H. Rpt. No. 113-127, at 5 (2013). That amendment was introduced by Ranking Member Cummings (D-MD). H.R. 1233, 113th Cong. (2013).
maintenance and use of records in the conduct of current business.” 221 Additionally, each agency head “shall establish safeguards against the removal or loss of records.” 222

The details of implementing an agency’s record management program are set out in Federal regulations. Agencies must maintain “adequate documentation of agency business” that “[m]ake possible a proper scrutiny by Congress.” 223 The regulations require “[a]gencies that allow employees to send and receive official electronic mail messages using a system not operated by the agency must ensure that federal records sent or received on such systems are preserved in the appropriate agency record-keeping system.” 224

The State Department’s own records management policies reinforce the statutory and regulatory requirements. According to the Foreign Affairs Manual: “[T]he Secretary is required to establish a Records and Information Life Cycle Management Program in accordance with the Federal Records Act.” 225 Objectives of the program include fulfilling official requests from Congress, 226 as well as ensuring “[t]he recording of activities of officials of the Department should be complete to the extent necessary to … [m]ake possible a proper scrutiny by Congress and duly authorized agencies of the Government of the manner in which the functions of the Department have been discharged.” 227

**The State Department’s Record Keeping**

The Committee first became aware of the Secretary’s use of a non-official email account for at least some official business on August 11, 2014, when the State Department produced to the Committee eight emails to or from the Secretary. 228 These emails indicated the Secretary

---

223 36 C.F.R. § 1222.22 (c) (2015).
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227 5 FAM 422.2(3) (2015) (emphasis added); see also 5 FAM 443.1 (establishing principles governing email communications) and 5 FAM 754(h) (requiring users to review 5 FAM 443 for responsibilities for handling email correspondence).
228 See August 11, 2014 document production from the State Dep’t which included eight emails sent to or received by the Secretary.
used a private email account to communicate about official government business. Well before the State Department made this production of eight emails, it was abundantly clear the State Department knew the complete universe of responsive documents and emails was not housed or situated on State Department servers.

The State Department was aware—as early as June 2013—of the Secretary’s use of personal email for official business and the detrimental effect on responses to Congress and obligations under the Federal Records Act, yet the Department said nothing. The State Department was actively retrieving the Secretary’s official emails in May 2014—the same time the Committee was formed—still the Department said nothing.

Seventeen days after producing eight of the Secretary’s emails, the State Department, through Kennedy, issued a memorandum to State Department principals reiterating the obligation that departing senior staff have to ensure the timely return of records, including email. Specifically, Kennedy’s memorandum referenced a “policy in place since 2009 … to capture electronically email accounts of the senior officials listed in Tab 1 as they depart their positions.” The memorandum attached the relevant Foreign Affairs Manual provisions including those related to email records. During questioning by the Chairman, Kennedy testified about the memorandum:

Q: On August the 28th, you issued a memo to a whole host of people, subject: “Senior Officials' Records Management Responsibilities.” I want to make sure he gets a copy of that so he's looking at the same thing I'm looking at. And we can mark it as

---

229 See id. Some of the emails were identified by the address with domain name “@clintonemail.com.” Other emails were designated simply as “H.”

230 See Fischer Testimony at 66, in relevant part:

Q: Okay. One of the things that we wanted to talk with you about was when you first became knowledgeable or aware that all or part of Secretary Clinton's records were not on premises with the State Dep’t. And can you tell us when that was?


232 See Memorandum from “M – Patrick F. Kennedy” to 7th Floor Principals 1 (Aug. 28, 2014) (on file with the Committee).

233 See id. at 3.
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committee exhibit 13 here. Does that look familiar? I'm not going to go through the whole thing with you. I just want to….

A: Yes, sir, this is familiar. This is something that we did in response to a NARA program that we call journaling but NARA's official name is Capstone.

Q: And what prompted you to promulgate this memo?

A: NARA’s program.

Q: I thought you and I had established that NARA rule had taken place the fall of 2013.

Q: The journaling effort, Mr. Chairman, I cannot remember the exact date and how my people had worked this through. But the request to journal these records is something that I'm just reading this now to see if anything else reminds me. Chairman, if I am slow, I am slow. But I have

Q: Having spent the day with you, you will never convince me that you are slow. You will never convince me of that. If you would look at page 3 for me, kind of in the middle, it's a bullet that starts, “As a general matter.”

A: Yes.

Q: “As a general matter.” I’ll let you read the rest of that. You can read it for the record whenever you feel comfortable.

A: Yes, sir, I am ready.

Q: Will you read that for us, for the court reporter?

A: “As a general matter, to ensure a complete record of their activities, senior officials should not use their private email accounts for (e.g., Gmail) for official businesses. If a senior official uses his or her private email account for the conduct of official business, she or he must ensure that records pertaining to official business that are sent from or received on such email account are
captured and maintained. The best way to ensure this is to forward incoming e-mails received on a private account to the senior official’s State account and copy ongoing messages to their State account.”

Less than six weeks later, Kennedy sent another State Department announcement restating the obligations of employees to preserve records. Less than 10 days later, on October 28, 2014, Kennedy sent a letter to four former Secretaries of State. That letter sought the return of Federal records, “such as an email sent or received on a personal email account while serving as Secretary.” The letter emphasized that “diverse Department records are subject to various disposition schedules with most Secretary of State records retained permanently,” a fact that was confirmed in the Committee’s interview with William Fischer, Chief Records Officer, State Department. Because of a typographical error, the State Department did not send the letter to Mills until November 12, 2014.

In response to a Committee member, Kennedy told the Committee:

A: Yes, sir. This was in response to a National Archives and Records Administration new policy that they had put out.

---

235 Testimony of Patrick F. Kennedy, Under Sec’y of State for Mgmt., U.S. Dep’t of State, Tr. at 259-61 (Feb. 3, 2016) [hereinafter Kennedy Testimony] (on file with the Committee).


237 See Letter from Patrick F. Kennedy, Under Sec’y of State for Mgmt., U.S. Dep’t of State, to former Sec’ys Madeline Albright, Colin Powell, Condoleezza Rice, and Hillary Clinton. (Oct. 28, 2014) (on file with the Committee). It’s important to note that because of a drafting error, Cheryl D. Mills letter was sent on November 12, 2014. See Letter from Patrick F. Kennedy, Under Sec’y of State for Mgmt., U.S. Dep’t of State, to Cheryl D. Mills. (Nov. 12, 2014) (on file with the Committee).
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Q: Uh-huh. And the letter came from you?
A: The letter came from me, yes, sir.

Q: And
A: It went to the representatives of I believe it was four previous Secretaries of State.

Q: Why did it go to the representatives?
A: That was just a decision that we would write the representatives because it would more likely get the kind of attention, immediate attention, if we sent it to the representatives. And I personally knew all the representatives of Secretary Powell on forward. And so I would write them because I would make sure that they would take it would not get lost, potentially, in the junk mail category.

Q: Okay. And just give me in your words, so I don't have to re-read and go through this letter in your words, what were you trying to accomplish exactly with this letter? What were you concerned about?
A: We wanted to make sure that we had in our possession any Federal record that had been created during their tenure that we might not have in our possession.

Q: Uh-huh.
Q: And what prompted you to write the letter when you wrote it?
A: It was basically the NARA, the NARA.

Q: Rule?
A: The NARA rule.

Q: And when was the NARA rule promulgated, do you recall?
A: I believe that it was in late 2013.

Q: If it was late 2013, why did you wait until late 2014 to write the letter?
A: Because this is when I received it, sir.

Q: When you received what?

A: When my staff called this to my attention.

Q: Can you see how the timeline might appear to have been influenced by other factors? Are you at least open to the optics of a congressional committee continuing to ask for her emails, and none are forthcoming, and the State Department says not one word about not having her record?

And I will say again for the record, for the court reporter, because this may be a new court reporter. The person that's currently assigned to aid Congress in collection of records, Mr. Snyder, could not be more professional and easy to work with and fair. And if it's no, it's no, and if it's yes, it's yes, but at least we have an answer. Previous to Mr. Snyder, it was not that way.

So we ask, and we hear crickets. And then we see these letters from you to all the way back to John Jay and Alexander Hamilton saying, can you please produce records. And the rule was promulgated a year before you sent the letter, Ambassador.

A: Mr. Chairman, I absolutely understand your concerns and absolutely agree that your request for records rang some bells in the State Department. Absolutely.

Q: That's what I'm getting at.

A: But, you know, if we wanted to hide something, I would have never sent this letter.

Q: Well, there are two ways to look at that. You sent the letter to more than just the Secretary, which was a very good way to deflect attention onto other Secretaries of State, even though the ones that you [sic] some of the ones you dealt with in the past never sent you an email. Now, the letter does say records and not just emails, I will grant you that.

A: That is correct, sir.

Q: But it is curious why you would wait years and years and years to make sure the public record is complete. Meanwhile,
you're getting FOIA requests and congressional inquiries and a host of other things. And yet you wait until our committee is in the throes of asking for her emails for this letter to be sent.

Can you see how that would look suspicious?

A: I can see how it looks suspicious, but, Mr. Chairman, I acted after discussion with my colleagues. You know, you called something to our attention, and we thought, "We could have a problem here." We are now in the email era at the State Department. And the email era of the State Department, access to the Internet, et cetera, et cetera, essentially goes back only to let's see goes back to about late 19—

Q: Whenever Al Gore invented it. All right. I'm going to turn it back over to Jim.

A: So that we went back to the period of time before Secretaries of State who were, in the opinion of myself and others in the State Department, in the Internet email era. And so we went to those four Secretaries of State—

Q: I'm with you.

A: —to make sure that we had your concerns. We also had the NARA concerns. And it seemed to be a rational decision to reach out across the board, because it was only going back

Q: But you would concede you had been getting FOIA requests and you had gotten other congressional inquiries, none of which prompted you to write this letter.

A: This is the first time it had been brought to my attention.

Q: And you've said 'brought to your attention.' Who specifically brought this to your attention?

A: I don't remember. I think it was some combination of our records officers and the Bureau of Legislative Affairs.

Q: All right. You wrote Ms. Mills, among others.

A: Yes.
Q: Did you have any conversations, correspondence, emails, face to face meetings with Ms. Mills prior to sending this letter?

A: Not on this subject.

Q: So, out of the cold blue air, you sent Ms. Mills a letter saying, essentially, ‘Send Secretary Clinton's emails back to the State Department,’ no warning?

A: I also sent Peggy Sefarino, who was going I wrote who I regarded to be the senior staff officers for four

Q: And you're saying Ms. Mills had no notice that this letter was coming.

A: I did not call her and tell her it was coming, sir. And I am unaware of anyone else who may have called her.

Q: Did you meet with her and tell her it was coming?

A: No, sir, I did not.

Q: The other three designees for the three previous Secretaries of State, did you communicate with them in any fashion prior to them receiving the letter on behalf of the Secretary of State?

A: No, sir, I did not.

Q: And just to be clear, with your question from Chairman Gowdy, you said you did have conversations with Cheryl Mills prior to this letter being sent?

A: Not about this topic, sir. Every once in a while, I would see Cheryl Mills at a social function. I think I even had lunch with her once, discussing old business not related to Secretary I had worked with Cheryl Mills for 4 years.²⁴⁰

Less than five weeks after receipt of Kennedy’s letter, Mills wrote back to the State Department indicating she was making 55,000 pages of

²⁴⁰ Kennedy Testimony at 252-57.
emails sent or received on the Secretary’s private email account available to the State Department. The emails were not enclosed with the letter. The Committee would learn later State Department officials were sent to pick up the emails at the law firm of the Secretary’s attorney, Williams and Connolly.

In her December 5, 2014 letter to Kennedy, Mills stated:

Like Secretaries of State before her, Secretary Clinton at times used her own electronic mail account when engaging with other officials. On matters pertaining to the conduct of government business, it was her practice to use the officials’ government electronic mail accounts. Accordingly, to the extent the Department retains records of government electronic mail accounts, it already has records of her electronic mail during her tenure preserved within the Department’s record keeping systems.

Notably, this was the first time the phrase “it was her practice to use the officials’ government electronic email accounts” was used. Mills further explained in her letter “to the extent the Department retains records of government electronic mail accounts, it already has records of her electronic mail during her tenure preserved within the Department’s record keeping systems.” Mills letter did not address how emails sent both to and from a personal email account would be captured for federal records purposes. In fact it would be difficult to provide to such an explanation since the Committee’s investigation uncovered work-related emails that were sent to and from personal email accounts that were never produced to the State Department.

---
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Collectively, the statements above served as an attempt to shift the burden of the Secretary’s recordkeeping responsibilities to other government officials and the State Department. This was apparent in further statements consistently made by the Secretary speculating that “the State Department had between 90-95 percent of all the ones that were work related. They were already on the system.” Not only could the State Department not confirm the percentage provided by the Secretary it did not know where the percentage she used originated.

On March 9, 2015, the Secretary revealed her attorneys deleted emails they deemed “personal” before turning over her “work-related” emails. Neither the State Department nor the Committee could verify no work-related emails were deleted by the Secretary’s attorneys or that all of her emails related to Benghazi and Libya were actually produced to the Committee. Concerned about the completeness of the record, the Chairman requested, on March 19, 2015 and again on March 31, 2015, that the Secretary make the email server available to a neutral third party for inspection and review. The requests were rejected. The Committee’s concern was confirmed on June 12, 2015 when a non-government witness produced approximately 150 emails and memos sent to or received...
by the Secretary. Approximately 89 of these emails had never been produced to the Committee. The State Department could not locate 15 of them either in full or part. This is significant for at least two reasons. First, it confirms suspicions the State Department failed to produce relevant, probative information to the Committee until confronted with the reality the Committee had accessed the information through separate channels. In other words, the State Department denied until they were caught. Secondly, this undermines the argument of the Secretary that all of her work-related emails were produced to the State Department. Clearly, these 15 emails are work related and equally clearly they were not produced to the State Department. What remains unknown is whether these emails were lost while housed on the Secretary’s private server or whether the Secretary’s attorneys screened these emails out when they self-selected which records would be deemed official and which would be deemed personal. Regardless, relevant and probative information the public was entitled to review as public records was withheld.

The fact the Secretary used and maintained a private email account and server for all of her work-related emails prevented the State Department from executing its responsibilities under the FRA and the implementing regulations and policies.

The use of private email for official business was not confined to the Secretary. As noted previously, the Committee also discovered that Mills, Abedin, and Sullivan all made use of private email for official business. Compounding the problem of recovering these records, the State Department did not archive emails sent to or from senior staff in the Secretary’s office during the Secretary’s tenure.

Beginning in early March 2015, the Committee sought additional information on the Department’s records management activities. The Com-

254 See Letter from James M. Cole, Partner, Sidley Austin, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (June 12, 2015) (enclosing production of documents related to Mr. Cole’s client, Sidney S. Blumenthal).
255 See Letter from Julia E. Frifield, Assistant Sec’y of State for Legis. Affairs, U.S. Dep’t of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (June 25, 2015) (on file with the Committee).
mittee requested briefings on the State Department’s record keeping activities as it related to both the Secretary and her senior staff. On March 17, 2015, the Committee met with representatives from the National Archives and Records Administration to better understand their role in the State Department’s record keeping practices. On April 10, 2015, the Committee met with Katie Stana, Deputy Director of the Executive Secretariat, State Department, to understand the recordkeeping apparatus in place for the Office of the Secretary. In addition, the Committee interviewed John Bentel, Director of the Office of Information Resource Management for the Executive Secretariat, to understand the technology and systems the Secretary and other senior officials used. When asked about the Secretary’s exclusive use of private email and server, the Director testified he became aware when it came out in the papers. He further testified he did not know whether the State Department’s general counsel was consulted.

The Committee sought to better understand the State Department’s record keeping practices, including additional information on compliance with existing Federal regulations and State Department policy on April 18, 2015. In particular, the Committee requested the State Department respond to 27 questions raised regarding the Secretary’s email usage. The Committee emphasized the importance in getting answers to the questions by including them as part of the July 31, 2015 demand letter to Kerry. When asked about the status of a State Department response, the State Department indicated the OIG would respond to the questions. In a January 14, 2016 meeting, the OIG revealed it had not seen the questions until the week of January 5, 2016, contrary to the assertions made by State Department officials. In fact, the OIG suggested at the meeting the Committee would be best served by asking the State Department to respond to the questions.

257 April 10, 2015 meeting between State Dep’t officials and Comm. staff.
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The questions were subsequently posed to Kennedy on February 3, 2016, who was surprised by the questions. Kennedy testified, when asked about the volume of emails produced to the State Department: “[a]gain, I don’t remember when I learned for [sic] it, and that is not, as I said, this is not a subject I prepared for, for this interview.”

The Committee’s experiences with the State Department’s records management and retention practices are consistent with findings by the OIG. It should be noted the position of Inspector General [IG] was vacant during the Secretary’s entire tenure forcing the OIG to operate without a permanent IG and often without an acting IG. A permanent IG may have had the independence and standing to intervene on these records issues sooner. In September 2012, the OIG found that State Department’s Office of Information Program Services, the office responsible for records management practices: “do[es] not meet statutory and regulatory requirements.” Although the office develops policy and issues guidance, it does not ensure proper implementation, monitor performance or enforce compliance.

Despite an upgrade in 2009 to spur the preservation of emails as official records, the OIG found in March 2015:

State Department employees have not received adequate training or guidance on their responsibilities for using the system to preserve ‘record emails.’ In 2011, employees created 61,156 record emails out of more than a billion emails sent. Employees created 41,749 in 2013…. Some employees do not create record emails because they do not want to make the email available in searches….

263 Kennedy Testimony at 211.
266 Id.
In its May 2016 report, the OIG found:

The Federal Records Act requires appropriate management and preservation of Federal Government records, regardless of physical form or characteristics, that document the organization, functions, policies, decisions, procedures, and essential transactions of an agency. For the last two decades, both Department of State (Department) policy and Federal regulations have explicitly stated that emails may qualify as Federal records.

As is the case throughout the Federal Government, management weaknesses at the Department have contributed to the loss or removal of email records, particularly records created by the Office of the Secretary. These weaknesses include a limited ability to retrieve email records, inaccessibility of electronic files, failure to comply with requirements for departing employees, and a general lack of oversight.

OIG’s ability to evaluate the Office of the Secretary’s compliance with policies regarding records preservation and use of non-Departmental communications systems was, at times, hampered by these weaknesses. However, based on its review of records, questionnaires, and interviews, OIG determined that email usage and preservation practices varied across the tenures of the five most recent Secretaries and that, accordingly, compliance with statutory, regulatory, and internal requirements varied as well.

OIG also examined Department cybersecurity regulations and policies that apply to the use of non-Departmental systems to conduct official business. Although there were few such requirements 20 years ago, over time the Department has implemented numerous policies directing the use of authorized systems for day-to-day operations. In assessing these policies, OIG examined the facts and circumstances surrounding three cases where individuals exclusively used non-Departmental systems to conduct official business.268

ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The necessity and importance of Congress’s oversight authority is obvious. Given the administration’s lack of responsiveness in most regards and slow and uneven responsiveness in all regards, the Committee makes the recommendations below.

Restoring the Congressional Contempt Power

RECOMMENDATIONS

- House and Senate rules should be amended to provide for mandatory reductions in appropriations to the salaries of federal officials held in contempt of Congress.

- The criminal contempt statute should be amended to require the appointment of a special counsel to handle criminal contempt proceedings upon the certification of a contempt citation against an Executive Branch official by the House or Senate.

- Expedited procedures for the civil enforcement of congressional subpoenas should be enacted to provide timely judicial resolution of disputes.

ANALYSIS

As the Chairman noted in the May 8, 2015 Interim Progress Update:

Compelling compliance with subpoenas requires either the cooperation of the Executive Branch—particularly the United States Attorney—the very entity from which we seek the information and an unlikely ally, or pursuing document production from the Executive Branch via civil contempt, a laborious, slow process and counterproductive to the goal of an expeditious investigation.269

This remark concisely describes the dilemma all congressional committees face when demanding information from the Executive Branch. This state of affairs also results, in part, from Congress’s failure to adapt the

269 Interim Progress Update, supra note 8, at iii.
law and its own internal rules to changed circumstances. The recommendations above would restore to Congress an effective and useful ability to compel compliance from the Executive Branch.

Contempt of Congress has long been recognized as a necessary and inherent component of the legislative power. Without the power to find individuals in contempt, Congress would have no means by which to command compliance with its subpoenas and punish obstruction. For much of our history, Congress wielded the power to enforce a finding of contempt by imprisoning noncompliant individuals—often referred to as the "inherent" contempt power. It has been called "unseemly" and few would advocate a return to the practice in the current hyper-partisan political environment where even the issuing of subpoenas draws howls of protest.

Congress first enacted criminal contempt procedures in 1857 as an alternative to its inherent power to imprison. Under the criminal contempt statute, the House or Senate may cite an individual for contempt of Congress and certify the citation to the U.S. Attorney for the District of Columbia whose “duty” it is to present the contempt citation to a grand jury. Criminal contempt is punishable by a fine of up to $1,000 and up to one year in prison.

The criminal contempt statute was, in practice, the sole enforcement mechanism for Congress after 1935 and was used or threatened with some frequency against senior Executive Branch officials beginning in 1975. Invoking the criminal contempt statute generally resulted in full or substantial compliance with subpoenas.

---
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During recent administrations, the threat of criminal contempt has been insufficient to compel Executive Branch compliance. A recent opinion by the Office of Legal Counsel within the Justice Department likely ended any remaining usefulness the criminal contempt statute had in compelling compliance by Executive Branch officials. In June 2014, the Office of Legal Counsel advised the U.S. Attorney for D.C. that the U.S. Attorney retains prosecutorial discretion not to present a criminal contempt citation to a grand jury despite a statutory “duty” to present. In other words, U.S. Attorneys must substitute their judgment for the judgment of the House or Senate of the United States. While the merits of the Office of Legal Counsel opinion are open to debate, as a practical political matter it is unlikely future administrations would reverse an opinion so obviously favorable to their interests. As a result, an Executive Branch official appointed by the President has discretion whether to hold another Executive Branch official—likely appointed by the same President—accountable for failing to comply with a congressional subpoena. The conflict is obvious and impossible to avoid. Regardless of the merits of a U.S. Attorney’s decision not to present a congressional contempt citation to a grand jury, the decision will be colored by that conflict of interest.

Because of the deficiencies of the inherent power and criminal enforcement of contempt, Congress has turned to civil enforcement of its subpoenas with mixed success. While civil enforcement has led to the testimony of officials and the production of a privilege log and substantial numbers of previously withheld documents, Congress must accept very lengthy delays in order to pursue this enforcement option. In its investigation of ‘Operation Fast and Furious,’ the House Oversight and Government Reform Committee Chairman filed a civil action against the
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Justice Department in August 2012 to compel the production of documents.\textsuperscript{285} Three and a half years later, in January 2016, a Federal district court judge ordered the Justice Department to produce withheld documents,\textsuperscript{286} and in April 2016, the Justice Department finally produced the documents to Congress.\textsuperscript{287} An enforcement tool requiring three and a half years simply to get a district court order is unacceptable.

While Congress retains its constitutional authority to hold recalcitrant witnesses in contempt of Congress, this authority no longer compels prompt, if any, compliance. All three enforcement mechanisms— inherent powers, criminal charges and civil enforcement—have questionable usefulness today and are largely dependent upon other branches of government agreeing with or pursuing the cause and remedy. The administration’s obstruction of congressional oversight is the inevitable and predictable result. The three recommendations above would restore Congress’s ability to enforce its subpoenas through its inherent constitutional authority, through criminal law and through civil enforcement.

Restoring Congress’s inherent powers to enforce its subpoena must be the first priority. It is the only mechanism solely within Congress’s discretion. The inherent power can be restored through simple rules changes in the House. The House should change its rules to allow a point of order against any appropriations measure, including conference reports, and continuing resolutions, that would fund the salary of a Federal official held in contempt of Congress.\textsuperscript{288} The House should establish a high bar for waiving the point of order.


\textsuperscript{286} Lynch, 2016 WL 225675, at 16.


\textsuperscript{288} For example, House Rules prohibit the inclusion of provisions changing existing law in a general appropriations bill and such provisions may be objected to and ruled out of order. See Rules of the H. of Representatives, Rule XXI, cl. 2(b) (114th Cong.). A similar rule could be applied to any provision appropriating funds that would go to the salary of a Federal official held in contempt.
Congress could provide for nearly automatic sanctions against officials held in contempt of Congress, if it included triggering language in an appropriations statute. Under section 713 of the Financial Services and General Government Appropriations Act of 2012, no appropriation in any bill is available to pay the salary of a Federal official who prevents another Federal official from communicating directly with Congress. This rider, which is continued every year, was the subject of a recent ruling by the Government Accountability Office holding that two officials of the Housing and Urban Development Department violated section 713 and that these officials should be required to pay back wages earned while they were in violation.

A rider similar to section 713 could be included in annual appropriations disallowing the use of any appropriation to pay the salary of a Federal official held in contempt of Congress. Such an approach would trigger immediate and automatic sanctions when an official was held in contempt by Congress.

Because the inherent power can be exercised at Congress’s sole discretion, the House should establish procedures to ensure the legitimacy of actions pursuant to the power. These procedures should provide for the transparent consideration of timely objections to congressional subpoenas, should require the production of a privilege log, and should require the appearance of the responsible Federal official at a hearing held to consider objections to the subpoena.

As noted above, criminal contempt proceedings against Executive Branch officials are subject to the discretion of the U.S. Attorney for D.C., and raise significant conflict of interest concerns. The Justice Department already has regulations in place for appointing a special counsel in situations presenting a conflict of interest. The criminal contempt statute should be amended to require the appointment of special counsel pursuant to the Justice Department’s own regulations whenever the House or Senate presents a criminal contempt citation against an Executive Branch official. This amendment would provide Congress some as-

surance prosecutorial discretion in contempt matters would be exercised without the appearance of a conflict of interest and should put recalcitrant Federal officials on notice they cannot assume a political ally will ignore a criminal contempt citation.

Finally, the House has increasingly resorted to civil enforcement of its subpoenas. While this mechanism has resulted in substantial compliance, it has also resulted in lengthy delays. This delay is often an unacceptable tradeoff. To increase the usefulness of civil enforcement, the House should consider a bill to require a three-judge panel in civil enforcement actions related to congressional subpoenas with direct appeal to the Supreme Court from the three-judge panel. This would ensure more timely resolution of these actions. An investigation delayed by years of legal deliberations does not allow Congress to make timely legislative decisions.

These three recommendations each have limitations and drawbacks, but together they would provide Congress with a far more robust ability to compel cooperation than it has today. It is not acceptable for Congress to simply acquiesce to Executive Branch obstruction. It is Congress’ constitutional responsibility to create, fund, and oversee Executive Branch agencies. Congress cannot effectively uphold its responsibilities under the Constitution without the power to ensure compliance with requests for information and witnesses.

Classification Determinations

RECOMMENDATION

• Agencies should make express classification determinations with respect to documents and materials provided to congressional oversight committees in accordance with relevant laws and Executive Orders.

ANALYSIS

The Committee encountered significant practical delays and obstacles to its work arising from the need to quickly develop institutional capabilities to properly handle, work with, and protect classified information. While these difficulties to some degree are inherent in the rapid establishment of a new Committee with jurisdiction for national security matters, the Executive Branch exacerbated these challenges with its repeated efforts to declare certain material should be “treated as classified” even
though it had not actually made any administrative determination the
material in question met the standards necessary to designate it as classi-
ified or followed the process set out and required by Executive Order and
relevant regulation to actually designate the material as classified.292

The Legislative Branch recognizes the role of the Executive Branch, in
accordance with authorities provided under the Constitution and by Con-
gress itself, to determine whether and how national security information
should be classified and follows such determinations. Absent an express
determination by the Executive Branch or other indication or awareness
material is derived from properly classified information, Congress must
treat information as unclassified to further the goal of congressional
oversight and the responsibilities of the House to the public.293

During the course of this investigation, Executive Branch agencies regu-
larly acted in a manner inconsistent with both principles by providing
information (both documents and interviews) to the Committee with the
request the Committee treat it as classified,294 even though it had not
made any actual determination with respect to the classification of any of
the material under the relevant authorities and procedures.295 Although
such requests may be considered in the context of efforts to facilitate
Committee access to the material, there is no legal, administrative, or
procedural foundation for such a request. National security information

__________________________________________________________________________

293 See, e.g., Letter from Julia Frifield, Assistant Sec’y of State for Legis. Affairs, Dep’t
of State, to Trey Gowdy, Chairman, H. Select Comm. on Benghazi (Sept. 25, 2015)
[hereinafter Frifield Transmittal Letter] (on file with the Comm.). Use of the “Sensitive
but Unclassified” designation differs from the broader phenomenon described here—
which is not even founded in administrative practice—but strongly illustrates the nature
of the problem.
294 As one example, in a September 25, 2015 letter to the Comm. transmitting emails
from the Sec’y, the Dep’t stated “these documents should be handled differently from
prior productions” even though they had not actually been determined to be classified and
review was ongoing. It requested informally for other documents—which had not been
properly classified—to be treated as classified. Id. Similarly, the Department asked for
certain interviews to be conducted in a classified environment even though the anticipat-
ed subject matter had previously been unclassified.
295 Exec. Order No. 13526, for example, expressly provides: “Information may be origi-
nally classified under the terms of this order only if all of the following conditions are
met.” The stated conditions include specific procedures for identifying and marking clas-
sified information “in a manner that is immediately apparent.”
should either be properly classified in accordance with clearly stated procedures or treated as unclassified. There is no cognizable middle ground.

Sensitive information can be protected without resort to such arbitrary treatment, as it has been under the Committee’s voluntary agreement with the State Department to protect certain types of personal and operational information. The unfounded efforts of the Executive Branch to create new categories of information control posed significant obstacles to the Committee’s work—both in handling and using the material and in presenting it to the American people. It is important to note the question here is not alleged “over-classification,” but rather failure of the Executive Branch to properly classify the information in question at all. The former is a subjective assessment of whether material should be classified and how. The latter represents attempts by the Executive Branch to control information without following the relevant law or procedure to classify it or, even worse, to control information that doesn’t fit within its lawful classification authorities at all. Further, Executive Order 13526 clearly provides material cannot be classified to “conceal violations of law, inefficiency, or administrative error” or “prevent embarrassment to a person, organization, or agency”.

**Improving Oversight and Investigations within the House**

**RECOMMENDATIONS**

- The House should amend its rules to authorize all committees to take depositions.
- The House should amend its rules to require committees to establish oversight subcommittees.

**ANALYSIS**

Congressional depositions allow Members and staff, as authorized by a committee, to interview witnesses under oath and, if necessary compel interview testimony by subpoena. The ability to interview witnesses in

---

private allows committees to gather information confidentially and in more depth than is possible under the five-minute rule governing committee hearings. This ability is often critical to conducting an effective and thorough investigation. Committees rely on voluntary interviews to gather information and conduct investigations. If a witness refuses to be interviewed or if the witness’s employer—often the Executive Branch—refuses to allow the interview, however, most House committees have no recourse.

At the beginning of the 110th Congress, the Majority, the House, controlled by a Democratic majority, amended its rules to authorize the taking of depositions by members and staff of the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. Prior to the 110th Congress, depositions had been authorized by the House only for specific investigations. This standing deposition authority applied only to the Committee on Oversight and Government Reform. In the current Congress, the House authorized the taking of depositions by four additional committees. The authority was initially limited to 2015 but was extended to 2016 after its successful implementation in 2015.

Lamar S. Smith, Chairman, Committee on Science, Space and Technology, noted:

During this session there are numerous instances of the Committee obtaining documents and voluntary interviews because of its deposition authority. In fact, as the following examples show, many key interviews and documents would likely not have been


298 Id.
299 E.g. This committee conducted 107 interviews in the course of its investigation. Interviews frequently lasted over three hours. This number of witnesses and depth of questioning would be nearly impossible in a hearing setting.
300 H. Res. 6, 110th Congress § 502 (2007).
301 Rosenberg, supra note 299, at 11, 82. See, e.g., H. Res. 507, 105th Congress (1998) (Providing deposition authority to the Comm. on Education and Workforce for an investigation relating to the International Brotherhood of the Teamsters).
303 H. Res. 579, 114th Congress (2016).
obtained without the Committee’s ability to compel on-the-record interviews in a private setting.\textsuperscript{304}

Jeb Hensarling, Chairman, Committee on Financial Services, similarly noted:

Deposition authority continues to be critical to the Committee’s oversight of an Administration that has been markedly indifferent to the Committee’s subpoenas and voluntary information requests.\textsuperscript{305}

Given the successful implementation of deposition authority in the 114\textsuperscript{th} Congress to four additional committees, the House should amend its rules to extend the authority to all of its committees.

The small size of committee staffs in comparison to the Federal agencies they oversee necessarily limits the ability of committees to oversee the agencies within their jurisdictions. In addition, committees are already busy wrestling with major reauthorizations and reform plans. As a result, committees sometimes struggle to devote sufficient resources to oversight.

House Rule X, clause 2(b)(2) requires standing authorizing committees with more than 20 members to either establish an oversight subcommittee or to require its subcommittees to conduct oversight.\textsuperscript{306} As all House subcommittees have an obligation to conduct oversight within their assigned jurisdictions, this rule is little more than an exhortation to establish an oversight subcommittee. Of the 15 committees to which the rule applies, six did not establish oversight subcommittees in the 114\textsuperscript{th} Congress.\textsuperscript{307}

\textsuperscript{306} Rules of the H. of Representatives, Rule X, cl. 2(b)(2) (114th Cong.).
While some committees, such as the Committee on Energy and Commerce, have a decades-long record of active oversight, not every committee in the House has acted accordingly. An oversight subcommittee ensures that at least one subcommittee chair and the staff of that subcommittee will be singularly focused on oversight of the agencies and programs within the full committee’s jurisdiction.

Reforming Record-Keeping Laws

RECOMMENDATION

- Congress should consider strengthening enforcement authorities and penalties under the Federal Records Act related to the use of non-official email accounts and non-official file-hosting services for official purposes.

ANALYSIS

The State Department’s failure to adhere to Federal law and its own policies governing record management significantly impeded the committee’s investigation. Even more important, these failures delayed the flow of information to the families and loved ones of those killed and injured in Libya and delayed that information being made available to the public.

These failures are not indigenous to this Committee and will be familiar to congressional investigators of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Internal Revenue Service and the Energy Department. The destruction of records,

---

309 See supra discussions regarding State Department’s record-keeping at 54-66.
312 See Letter from members of H. Comm. on Oversight & Gov’t Reform to President Barack Obama (July 27, 2015), https://oversight.house.gov/wp-
use of private email and email aliases, and failure to retain records has impeded multiple congressional investigations over the years. These concerns reach back to prior administrations as well. This is not a political issue; it is a legal, constitutional, and branch equity issue. In 2007, the Secretary—then Senator—denounced “secret White House email accounts” after senior White House officials were found to have conducted some official business over political email accounts.\(^{314}\) In this Committee’s investigation, the Secretary’s unusual email arrangement, her senior staff’s use of non-official email accounts, and the State Department’s own lack of fidelity to the record maintenance rules, all delayed and in some instances prevented the Committee from accessing official records necessary to conduct a thorough investigation.
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